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Abstract 

This Master Thesis hinges on the concept of Innovation and its association with regional development as 

a phenomenon that has attracted both researchers and policy makers’ attention.  The thesis presents 

two different innovation perspectives on regional development – Innovation Systems and Complex 

Systems of Innovation, and applies them into the case-study of the Life Sciences Cluster in Lund.  

In order to do so, the key aspects of each of the perspectives are highlighted within the part devoted to 

the Framework of this thesis. Within these, the networks between organizations in the Innovation 

Systems and the actors and their interrelations in the Complex Systems perspective have been analyzed. 

The analysis of these aspects brings up similar outcomes in both perspectives applied, i.e. the creation of 

various organizations within the Cluster. Both of the perspectives account for the importance of Lund 

University for the creation of these organizations and subsequent development of the Life Sciences 

cluster.  

It is not possible to state whether if the Innovation System or the Complex System of Innovation have 

contributed to a bigger extent to the development of the area. Therefore, policy role should also take 

into account the importance of Complex local processes, which could lead to similar outcomes than 

what policy pursues, i.e. the development of the Cluster.  
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Introduction 

In the last decades, the term innovation has attracted the attention of different fields of study – 

economy, history, social sciences. This attention is not casual, but has been long developed since J. 

Schumpeter, who, back in the first decades of the twentieth century, addressed Innovation as a key 

explanative factor of economic development.  

Since then, many academics and policy-makers have picked up the baton from Schumpeter and have 

converted the concept of Innovation into their workhorse. The reasons why they have embrace the faith 

on Innovation have been determined by several processes1: the increase of the intensity of international 

competition as a consequence of the so called globalization process, which has led to difficulties in price 

competition; the shortcomings of the traditional regional development models and policies; and the 

emergence of successful clusters of firms and industries in many regions around the world, which have 

generated large interest as explanative factors of economic growth. In short, the intensity of the focus 

on innovation today can be well depicted by the words of Lambooy2, quoting Stam3, “the generation of 

knowledge and innovation has gained much attention from scientists and governments […], concepts 

often used as keys to cure-all approaches”. 

The European Union (EU) has not been an exception to this trend and has played a substantial role in 

giving a boost to the concept. In 2010, the EU launched its Europe 2020 Strategy, in which it aspired to 

become the most innovative area in the world and to create the conditions for “smart, sustainable and 

inclusive growth”. In order to achieve that, the European Union has prompted the Member States and 

the regions to implement their own strategies on Innovation. Regions are fundamental actors on 

pursuing the objective; every NUTS 2 region is required to design and implement an Innovation Strategy 

complying with EU2020 Strategy objectives, and from which various policy tools, such as the new born 

Smart Specialization, derive. The words from Máire Geoghegan-Quinn, European Commissioner for 

Research, Innovation and Science (2010-2014) serve as an example: “It’s important for us to spread 

                                                           
1 Regional Innovation Systems: A Critical Synthesis, [David Doloreux and Saeed Parto; 2004] 
http://www.intech.unu.edu/publications/discussion-papers/2004-17.pdf?origin=publication_detail 
2 Innovation and knowledge: Theory and regional policy [Jan Lambooy; 2005] 
3 Why butterflies don’t leave. Locational evolution of evolving enterprises [Erik Stam; 2003] 
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innovation throughout the regions, bring all the regions to the table, help them to improve their research 

and innovation capacity”4. 

In order to measure the progress achieved by the Europe of Regions and the Member States, the 

European Union has been releasing yearly since 2001 the Innovation Union Scoreboard, a comparative 

assessment measuring innovation performance at the national and regional level according to a set of 

defined indicators, which ultimately serves to identify the areas that policy makers in these levels need 

to address5 in order to further boost Innovation and, consequently, economic growth. 

The strength of this process is such that a policy emphasis on innovation in general can now be 

massively observed. In recent years, a handful of policy-makers throughout Europe has been ready to 

implement Strategies and tools aiming at their region to become one of the so-called Innovative 

Regions, i.e. one of the regions which stand out in performance regarding innovation-related activities.  

These different Strategies and tools implemented in order to foster Innovation are normally bounded to 

one strand of thought or perspective on Innovation, having the consequence that policy makers believe 

in the one-size-fits-all innovation model in their respective regions. This thesis intends to contradict this 

idea by showing that two different perspectives of innovation can and actually do coexist within one 

region, and that both of them can actually contribute to explain its innovation performance. 

 

  

                                                           
4 Week of Innovative Regions 2013, Summary Report [2013] 
https://ec.europa.eu/research/regions/pdf/WIRE2013%20Summary%20Report.pdf 
5 European Innovation Scoreboards [European Commission] 
http://ec.europa.eu/growth/industry/innovation/facts-figures/scoreboards/index_en.htm 
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1. Purpose 

The purpose of this Master thesis is to apply two different perspectives on Innovation, Innovation 

Systems and Complex Systems of Innovation, in order to highlight different parts of reality within a 

single area, the Lund area and more specifically the Life Sciences Cluster, also known by its branding 

name of Medicon Valley. By doing this, I intend to point out their contributions to the understanding of 

the current development of Life Sciences cluster in Lund.  

2. Structure 

In order to do so, the present Master Thesis starts with a first part providing general insights on the 

conceptual and theoretical framework of Innovation Systems and Complex Systems of Innovation, with 

special emphasis on their origins, elements, policy implications and usefulness for regional analysis.  

The second part presents the methodology adopted in this thesis study. It first starts with an approach 

to the Case-Study method on Lund and the Life Sciences cluster, followed by a discussion on the 

elements of the study for the Regional Innovation Systems and Complex Systems, which together build 

the framework for the analysis of the selected Case-study. 

The third part is dedicated to the Case-study analysis. A general overview of the Lund area is first 

presented, followed, in line with the methodology proposed, by an analysis on how the different 

elements of the two innovation perspectives help explain the current development of the case-study.  

The fourth part is devoted to the findings and conclusions derived from the analysis.  

The fifth and final part addresses the limitations of the study and suggestions for further research. 
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I. Conceptual and theoretical framework on the two perspectives on 

Innovation 

The present Chapter intends primarily to present the two different perspectives upon Innovation; 

Regional Innovation Systems (RIS) and Complex Systems of Innovation. In this sense, the title of this 

Chapter, conceptual and theoretical framework, is premonitory; the perspectives differ notably from 

each other, being originated from the concept of Innovation, in the case of the Regional Innovation 

Systems perspective, and from the theory of Systems, in the case of the Complex Systems of Innovation.   

One may notice that, in official documents and speeches of policy makers, it is much more likely to see 

any references to the term Innovation alone rather than to that of System, what gives a clear idea on 

which of these two is the principal dancer in the ballet of their political view. In this regard, the 

Innovation Systems perspective was born as a response to a policy demand and does not draw on any 

theory but on an empirical observation, hence putting its focus on Innovation above all. The Complex 

Systems perspective, on the contrary, has gone a long way until arriving nearby the domains of 

Innovation, born primarily from Systems Science and the Theory of Systems, and it is only after adding 

the tagline “of Innovation” when it becomes meaningful in the topic at hand. It might therefore seem 

understandable the more powerful aftertaste that “Innovation” leaves nowadays with respect to its 

dance partner “System”, but however, in this thesis both of them serve as core elements for different 

perspectives whose simultaneous existence is able to explain the Innovation performance and the 

economic development of a single region. 

The next section will target at describing each of the two perspectives. Instead of confining the 

discussion to basic facts and academic evidence, the section is also meant to include a historical 

overview with elements of narrative and empirical observations. The rationale driving the structure of 

the section is determined by the interplay between academia and public policy, and this is the reason 

why, for each of the perspectives, there is a subsection describing both their implications for policy-

making and their usefulness regarding regional development. 
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1. Innovation Systems, a network approach 

Origins and rise 

The Systems of Innovation (or Innovation Systems) perspective was born in the late 1980’s in Europe 

and it quickly gained popularity among researchers and policy scholars, making its way to the uppermost 

level of the dominant concepts within the school of innovation studies. The reason behind this success 

might be explained by the context in which the origins of the concept are framed, a context strongly 

based in policy demand.  

The network approach on Innovation Systems can be traced back to the crisis in the 1970’s and the 

collapse of the belief in the Keynesian economics. After renouncing to the Keynesian principles on 

Government intervention as a stabilizer of the economy6, the State suffered from a “role” vacuum, and 

policy was eager to create a new role for it, which led to the search of a new policy that could provide 

the content for the State to become again an agent fostering development in the long term. As Sharif 

notes, “it was no accident that the original thinkers of innovation systems did not focus on local or 

microeconomic levels (i.e., on regions or sectors) as later studies do: The NIS concept was introduced 

explicitly to compete with, indeed to replace, traditional neoclassical macroeconomic theory”.7 

Moreover, the globalization of the economy in the 1980’s and the increase of international competition 

were phenomena followed with great interest by researchers. Among those leading countries in GDP 

growth Japan was an outstanding example as the crisis did not dent economic growth there, and it was 

precisely in that country where the economist Christopher Freeman first coined the concept of Systems 

of Innovation (SI). Freeman believed to have identified the success of Japanese economy, success due to 

the presence of a more efficient system of innovation8, which he defined as “the network of institutions 

in the public and private sectors whose activities and interactions initiate, import, modify and diffuse 

new technologies9. The need of an innovation system in an era where “companies more than ever 

needed complementary knowledge and expertise developed by other companies, universities, and 

                                                           
6 The Fall and Rise of Keynesian Economics [John Eatwell and Murray Milgate; 2011] 
http://digamo.free.fr/eatwell11.pdf 
7 Emergence and Development of the National Innovation Systems concept [Naubahar Sharif; 2006] 
http://www.obs.ee/~siim/seminars/sharif2006.pdf 
8 The economics of industrial innovation [Chris Freeman, Luc Soete; 1994] 
9 Japan: a new National Innovation System? [Chris Freeman, in G. Dosi, C. Freeman, R. Nelson, G. Silverberg and l. 
Soete (eds), Technical Change and Economic Theory; 1988] 
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private and public laboratories”10 in order to face international competition seemed to be managed 

appropriately by the Japanese model. This Systems of Innovation concept was adopted by the OECD and 

had a profound impact in those countries where the role of the State was stronger, i.e. the Scandinavian 

countries, due to their Welfare State approach, with the lead of Finland and, later, Sweden, which were 

the first in transforming it to policy on science, technology and innovation11. As a State policy, 

orchestrated nationwide, the approach was hence labelled as National Innovation System, or NIS. 

The popularity of the Innovation Systems approach in both public policy and research spread like 

wildfire even without any theory proving its rationale or effectiveness. It is important to highlight that, 

for its rapid acceptance, the connections between academia and policy making of some of the main 

heads of research on Innovation Systems might have been playing a role. For instance, Freeman worked 

as a consultant to the OECD in the 1980’s, and B.Å. Lundvall (whose contribution is discussed later on 

this chapter) was Deputy Director of the Science, Technology, and Industry Directorate (DSTI) in the 

OECD in the period 1992-1995.  

Innovation and System 

A key on the Innovation Systems literature with respect to the network approach is the view on how the 

concepts of Innovation and of System are treated. With respect to the concept of Innovation, scholars 

researching on this perspective elaborated on the works of Joseph A. Schumpeter, who was possibly the 

first in addressing the concept and its linkage to economic growth. 

Schumpeter advocated for a new interpretation on development and economic growth that could 

explain the mechanisms of change in economic life12, emphasizing the need for a new theory of 

economic growth. For him, the mechanisms of change in economic life are driven by innovations, which 

he considers as a new combination of existing resources. In this regard, Schumpeter identified five types 

of innovation; “the introduction of a new product, the introduction of a new method of production, the 

opening of a new market, the conquest of a new supply of raw material or the creation of a new 

organization of an industry; that could be considered as such only if they have an effect of changing 

                                                           
10 Emergence and Development of the National Innovation Systems concept [Naubahar Sharif; 2006] 
http://www.obs.ee/~siim/seminars/sharif2006.pdf 
11 Innovation, Human Capabilities, and Democracy: Towards an Enabling Welfare State [Reijo Miettinen; 2012] 
12 The Theory of Economic Development: An Inquiry Into Profits, Capital, Credit, Interest, and the Business Cycle 
[Joseph A. Schumpeter; 1934] 
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demand and behavior, i.e. will be accepted by markets and therefore influence the economic and 

geographical structure”13,14. 

Schumpeter’s strand of thought inspired various researchers to further develop the concept to the 

extent that a whole new field, innovation studies, emerged; from which one of the outcomes is the 

Innovation systems approach.  

However, the result of the conceptual development of Innovation Systems based on policy-demand, and 

of its early transfer to policy field while the research is at a beginning stage, is the lack of a theoretical 

base in the IS perspective, which is emphasized as one of its objectionable aspects. In this regard, 

Charles Edquist argues against its “unclarity and fuzziness”15 stemming from the variety of diverse 

elements and conceptions of the terms used, starting from those forming its very own name, innovation 

and system. Moreover, while Lundvall argues that innovation is ubiquitous, i.e. present in “practically all 

parts of the economy, and at all times” in the form of (note the Schumpeterian influence here) 

“processes of learning, searching and exploring, which result in new products, new techniques, new 

forms of organization and new markets”16, the differentiation between what constitutes an innovation 

and what it does not is a potential source of headache for anyone attempting to operationalize the 

term. In this sense, Sharif also notes that “whereas the NIS literature does specify, with some success, 

what is meant by product innovations, it is less clear on process innovations”17.  

The consideration of the term system within the Innovation Systems perspective is even fuzzier. While 

one can distinguish the Schumpeterian conceptual work in relation to Innovation, the use of the term 

system lacks from any grounded theoretical base to which it could be anchored. Some authors have 

even claimed that the interactions and learning processes, hallmark of the IS perspective, do not 

                                                           
13 The Creative Response in Economic History [Joseph A. Schumpeter; 1947] 
14 Business Cycles: A Theoretical, Historical, and Statistical Analysis of the Capitalist Process [Joseph A. Schumpeter, 
1939] 
15 The Systems of Innovation Approach and Innovation Policy: An account of the state of the art [Charles Edquist; 
2001] 
http://www.druid.dk/uploads/tx_picturedb/ds2001-178 
16 National Innovation Systems: Towards a Theory of Innovation and Interactive Learning [Bengt-Åke Lundvall (ed.); 
1992] 
17 The role of firms in the national system of innovation (NSI) framework: Examples from Hong Kong [Naubahar 
Sharif; 2003] 
http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.195.3432&rep=rep1&type=pdf 
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necessarily mean that there exist a system18, and in fact neither Freeman nor Lundvall started their work 

from the theoretical base on the term. Taking Freeman’s definition on IS as quoted in the previous 

section, Miettinen19 points out that Freeman’s understanding of system is more as a network. In the 

years following Freeman’s book on Japan and its innovation system, scholars within the Innovation 

studies field also shifted their focus from single firm to a network of actors which now represented the 

“locus of innovation” (ibid.). In this sense, it can be claimed that the term system within the SI concept is 

meant to transmit the interactive nature of innovation. 

The reason why the unclarity of the term should be pointed out is that, among others, it makes the 

definition of SI’s boundaries problematic. If the network approach is undertaken, the innovation-related 

network interactions can be analyzed within different spatial units. Edquist, who approaches Innovation 

Systems from a more systemic point of view20, argues for delimiting IS to “geographical areas for which 

the degree of “coherence” is large with regard to innovation processes”21 rather than complying with the 

borders of any administrative entity. The unit of application of the concept by the public policy, 

however, is, indeed, on this administrative level. 

The development of the approach 

Further work on Innovation Systems, still approached at the national level, focused on their 

determinants, i.e. the components subject to play a role in a National Innovation System.  In this case, 

while a diversity of factors find accommodation according to the own criteria of the different scholars22, 

there are certainly two elements that characterize IS and emerge from the set of various authors’ 

                                                           
18 Regional Innovation Policy in Transition. Reflections on the Change process in the Skåne region [Arne Eriksson 
(ed.), Marjolein Caniëls, Phil Cooke, Elvira Uyarra, Markku Sotarauta and Johan Wallin; 2010] 
http://www.vinnova.se/upload/EPiStorePDF/vr-10-17.pdf 
19 National Innovation System. Scientific concept or Political rethoric, [Reijo Miettinen; 2002] 
20 Edquist actually advocates the need to first understand how the innovation system works before trying to shape 
innovation through it. For more information, see:  
Regional innovation systems revisited: networks, institutions, policy and complexity [Elvira Uyarra; 2011] 
http://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/6323107.pdf 
21 The Systems of Innovation Approach and Innovation Policy: An account of the state of the art [Charles Edquist; 
2001] http://www.druid.dk/uploads/tx_picturedb/ds2001-178 
22 National Innovation Systems Overview and Country Cases [Stephen Feinson;2003] 
http://www.aau.org/sites/default/files/urg/docs/nis_overview_country_%20cases.pdf 
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definitions23. The first one is the vision of Innovation Systems as dynamic networks of policies, 

institutions and people24.  

In order to identify these actors, National Innovation Systems’ literature distinguishes between broad 

and narrow National Innovation Systems. The narrow NIS includes the institutions and policies directly 

involved in scientific and technological innovation25 which, according to the OECD26, are of the five types 

below, in order of importance:  

 Governments (local, regional, national and international, with different weights by country) 

that play the key role in setting broad policy directions;  

 Bridging institutions, such as research councils and research associations, which act as 

intermediaries between governments and the performers of research;  

 Private enterprises and the research institutes they finance;  

 Universities and related institutions that provide key knowledge and skills;  

 Other public and private organizations that play a role in the national innovation system 

(public laboratories, technology transfer organizations, joint research institutes, patent 

offices, training organizations and so on). 

In addition to the narrow, the broad NIS additionally takes into account the socio-political and cultural 

environment in which a specific country is framed, and the belonging elements related to knowledge 

generation and diffusion, such as its financial system; monetary policies; the internal organization of 

private firms; the pre-university educational system; labor markets; and regulatory policies and 

institutions27. 

The second element, in line with the list of main actors forming the narrow NIS, is the importance 

allocated to nation-based institutions in shaping and fostering innovation, which occupy a prominent 

                                                           
23 For a compilation on definitions of a NIS see: National systems of innovation are x-efficient, p. 292 [Jorge Niosi; 
2002] 
24 National Innovation Systems Overview and Country Cases [Stephen Feinson; 2003] 
http://www.aau.org/sites/default/files/urg/docs/nis_overview_country_%20cases.pdf 
25 National Innovation Systems Overview and Country Cases [Stephen Feinson; 2003] 
http://www.aau.org/sites/default/files/urg/docs/nis_overview_country_%20cases.pdf 
26 Managing National Innovation Systems [OECD; 1999] 
http://echo.iat.sfu.ca/library/oecd99_managing_National_IS.pdf 
27 National Innovation Systems Overview and Country Cases [Stephen Feinson; 2003] 
http://www.aau.org/sites/default/files/urg/docs/nis_overview_country_%20cases.pdf 
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position as explanatory factors for the differences in innovation performance28. The basic idea is that 

nations’ performance differs as the structure of their production system and their institutional set up 

also does so, and these are differences reflected in (and by) their National Innovation Systems. For 

example, observable differences exist when it comes to their internal organization of firms, inter-firm 

relationships, role of the public sector, institutional set-up of the financial sector, R&D intensity and R&D 

organization or training system29.  

Nonetheless, the relative importance of the national institutional set up was called into question when, 

in the 1990’s, a regionalization of the studies on Innovation Systems started to develop30. Originally, in 

the times when the Innovation Systems approach was introduced encompassing a strong role for the 

nation-state, only two kinds of regions were considered having a whole Innovation System themselves: 

the so called “cultural regions”, following the classical definition of nation as people sharing a common 

culture, language and territory, e.g. the Basque Country in Spain; and administrative regions holding a 

strong degree of decentralization, e.g. the German Länder31.  

The rationale for the shift to a deeper recognition of the regional component on Innovation Systems is 

found in agglomeration theories within regional science and economic geography (such as the growth 

poles theory by Perroux) and on empirical data proving an uneven spatial distribution of economic 

performance and innovation patterns among regions, even those located within the same country. 

Lundvall and Borrás resumed very well this new focus on the regional scale, “the region is increasingly 

the level at which innovation is produced through regional networks of innovators, local clusters and the 

cross-fertilising effects of research institutions”32. As a consequence, place-specific and other non-

                                                           
28 The Role of Regional Innovation Systems in a Globalising Economy: Comparing Knowledge Bases and Institutional 
Frameworks of Nordic Clusters [Bjørn T. Asheim and Lars Coenen; 2004] 
http://www.circle.lu.se/upload/CIRCLE/workingpapers/200503_Asheim_Coenen.pdf 
29 National Innovation Systems: Towards a Theory of Innovation and Interactive Learning [Bengt-Åke Lundvall (ed.); 
1992] 
29 National Innovation Systems: Towards a Theory of Innovation and Interactive Learning [Bengt-Åke Lundvall (ed.); 
1992] 
30 Internationalization of innovation systems: A survey of the literature [Bo Carlsson; 2005] 
http://infojustice.org/download/gcongress/dii/carlsson%20article.pdf 
31 Regional innovation systems: Institutional and organisational dimensions [Philip Cooke, Mikel Gómez and Goio 
Etxebarria; 1997] 
http://www.cepal.org/mexico/capacidadescomerciales/CD%20Seminario%2011%20nov%2005/documentos/cooke
,%20uranga%20and%20etxebarria.pdf 
32 The globalising learning economy: Implications for innovation policy [Bengt-Åke Lundvall, S. Borrás; 1997] 
http://www.globelicsacademy.org/2011_pdf/Lundvall%20Borras%201997.pdf 
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economic factors leading to competitive advantages, such as knowledge, relationships and 

motivations33, began to appear as determinants in the scholar’s models on Innovation Systems.  

However, the transition from the National to the Regional perspective did not encounter general 

consensus, and some authors, among others Bathelt or Freeman expressed their disagreement. For 

Bathelt, as cited by Asheim and Coenen34, the regional-specific innovation setting is very much 

intertwined and dependent on national and international settings and developments, therefore the 

existence of a Regional Innovation System as a separate entity is not justified. This idea is refuted by 

Asheim and Coenen, who indicate that Bathelt’s argument also applies for small and medium sized 

countries. Freeman and others, as Sharif notes35, also advocate for the national perspective as better 

accommodating the policy dimension of the concept since the State’s agendas and frameworks on 

innovation always play a role in shaping the Innovation System. 

Regional Innovation Systems, a network approach 

There were many those who jumped on the bandwagon of the Regional Innovation Systems. Actually, 

the regional perspective gained currency from authors belonging to a mishmash of intellectual roots, 

stemming from economic theorists derived from the National perspective to geographers claiming the 

importance of proximity and place-based innovation, what resulted in the new field displaying insights 

from all social, economic, cultural and political sciences36.  

The first implication of such variety arises when it comes to establish a universally accepted definition 

for the term Regional Innovation Systems (or RIS), a task becoming even more problematic due to the 

ambiguity of the term region, whose definition needs to suit a wide variety of regional units and their 

characteristics which are “result of long processes of [unique] historical development”37. Perhaps the 

                                                           
33 Regional Innovation Systems: The Integration of Local ‘Sticky’ and Global ‘Ubiquitous’ Knowledge 
[Bjørn T. Asheim and Arne Isaksen; 2002] 
www.researchgate.net/profile/Arne_Isaksen/publication/5152701_Regional_Innovation_Systems_The_Integration
_of_Local_'Sticky'_and_Global_'Ubiquitous'_Knowledge/links/00463525519deb38e7000000.pdf 
34 The Role of Regional Innovation Systems in a Globalising Economy: Comparing Knowledge Bases and Institutional 
Frameworks of Nordic Clusters [Bjørn T. Asheim and Lars Coenen; 2004] 
http://www.diw.de/sixcms/detail.php/41804 
35 Emergence and Development of the National Innovation Systems concept [Naubahar Sharif; 2006] 
http://www.obs.ee/~siim/seminars/sharif2006.pdf 
36 Regional Innovation Systems: A Literature Review [Giorgia M. D’Allura, Marco Galvagno, Arabella Mocciaro Li 
Destri; Business Systems Review; 2012]  
http://www.business-systems-review.org/BSR.Vol-1-Is.1.D%27Allura.Galvagno.Mocciaro.RIS.pdf 
37 Self-Organizing Systems of Social and Business Innovation in the periphery [Åge Mariussen; Nordland Research 
Institute; 2014]  http://www.nordlandsforskning.no/getfile.php/Dokumenter/Rapporter/2014/Rapport_8_14.pdf 
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best illustration of this casuistry is portrayed by the quasi-proverbial sentence of Doloreux and Parto 

that “one can expect to find regional innovation system everywhere”38. 

An early definition on RIS was that of by Nauwelaers and Reid39, being “the set of economic, political and 

institutional relationships occurring in a given geographical area which generates a collective learning 

process leading to the rapid diffusion of knowledge and best practice”. Lundvall, also stressing the 

importance of knowledge and interactive learning, defined an RIS as “constituted by elements and 

relationships which interact in the production, diffusion and use of new knowledge”40.  

Knowledge and the associated learning processes on its transferability are central concepts within RIS 

literature. Knowledge can be present in a codified (or transferable) or in a tacit (also referred as 

“sticky”41) form. The latter, tacit knowledge, is considered to be spatially bounded, i.e. not transferable 

over large distance due to the fact that it is embedded in the minds of individuals and the routines of 

organizations in a given area.  

This territorially embedded knowledge is a hallmark of Regional Innovation Systems, accounting for the 

importance of geography precisely due to tacit knowledge being inherently place-based. In Cortright  

words, “geography matters because knowledge doesn’t move frictionlessly among economic actors. 

Important parts of knowledge are tacit, and embedded in the routines of individuals and organizations in 

different places”42. Accordingly, Howells also puts an emphasis on regional innovation systems 

representing “crucial arenas for localised learning and tacit know-how sharing”43. Likewise, the close 

proximity between actors and organizations favors the frequency of their interactions, ultimately 

“facilitating the creation, acquisition, accumulation and utilisation of knowledge rooted in inter-firm 

                                                           
38 Regional Innovation Systems: A Critical Synthesis, [David Doloreux and Saeed Parto, 2004] 
http://www.intech.unu.edu/publications/discussion-papers/2004-17.pdf?origin=publication_detail 
39 Innovative Regions?: A Comparative review of methods of evaluating regional innovation potential [Claire 
Nauwelaers and Alasdair Reid; 1995] 
40 National Innovation Systems: Towards a Theory of Innovation and Interactive Learning [Bengt-Åke Lundvall (ed.); 
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41 Regional Innovation Systems: A Critical Synthesis, [David Doloreux and Saeed Parto, 2004] 
http://www.intech.unu.edu/publications/discussion-papers/2004-17.pdf?origin=publication_detail 
42 New Growth Theory, Technology and Learning: A Practitioner’s Guide [Joseph Cortright; 2001] 
http://philo.at/wiki/images/Growth-theory-cortright.pdf 
43 Innovation Policy in a Global Economy [Daniele Archibugi, Jeremy Howells, Jonathan Michie (eds.); 1999] 
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networking, inter-personal relationships, local learning processes and ‘sticky’ knowledge grounded in 

social interaction”44. 

Likewise, the networks of actors and their interlinkages are a key defining feature of the RIS. But, who 

are these actors and how are they organized? The issue is sorted out in literature in different ways (see 

Asheim and Isaksen45, Autio46, Cooke47, Braczyk et al.48), similar in form but with slightly differences on 

the substance, which I will now address below.  

The first approach establishes two main building blocks of Regional Innovation Systems, classifying them 

into two subsystems of knowledge. These are the knowledge generation and diffusion subsystem and 

the knowledge application and exploitation subsystem. The former comprises various institutions that 

are involved in the creation and diffusion of knowledge, mostly associated to the public sector: public 

research institutions, educational institutions, workforce mediating institutions and technology 

mediating institutions49; Coenen50, citing Cooke51, further specifies in “universities, research institutes, 

research associations, industry associations, training agencies, technology transfer organisations, 

specialist consultancies, government development programmes, etc.”). The knowledge application and 

exploitation subsystems consists mainly, but not exclusively, of industrial companies, in referred to also 

as “the regional industrial structure and its clusters in particular”52).  

Asheim and Isaksen53 describe RIS as consisting of two main types of actors. The first type is the firms 

in the main industrial cluster and their support industries. The second, the institutional 

                                                           
44 The Role of Regional Innovation Systems in a Globalizing Economy: Comparing Knowledge Bases and Institutional 
Frameworks in Nordic Clusters [Bjørn Asheim and Lars Coenen; 2004] 
http://www.circle.lu.se/upload/CIRCLE/workingpapers/200503_Asheim_Coenen.pdf 
45 Location, Agglomeration and Innovation: Towards Regional Innovation Systems in Norway? [B. Asheim and A. 
Isaksen; 1997] 
46 Evaluation of RTD in regional systems of innovation [Erkko Autio; 1998] 
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47 Regional Innovation Systems, Clusters, and the Knowledge Economy [Phil Cooke; 2001] 
48 Regional Innovation Systems: The Role of Governance in a Globalized World [H.J. Braczyk, P. Cooke, M. 
Heidenreich (eds); 1998] 
49 Evaluation of RTD in regional systems of innovation [Erkko Autio; 1998] 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/09654319808720451 
50 Nodes, networks and proximities: on the knowledge dynamics of the Medicon Valley biotech cluster [Lars 
Coenen, Jerker Moodysson and Bjørn T. Asheim; 2007] 
51 Regional Innovation Systems, Clusters, and the Knowledge Economy [Phil Cooke; 2001] 
52 The role of universities in the regional innovation systems of the North East of England and Skåne, Sweden: 
Providing missing links? [Lars Coenen; 2007] http://www.envplan.com/fulltext_temp/0/c0579.pdf 
53 Location, Agglomeration and Innovation: Towards Regional Innovation Systems in Norway? [B. Asheim and A. 
Isaksen; 1997] 
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infrastructure supporting regional innovation, “i.e. research and higher education institutes, 

technology transfer agencies, vocational training organisations, business associations, finance 

institutions etc., which hold important competence to support regional innovation.” 

Braczyk et al.54, as described by Cooke and Memedovic, categorizes the actors as per two different 

dimensions; the governance dimension, or public institutions and policy and knowledge 

infrastructure supporting innovation; and the business innovation dimension, or the industrial base 

“characterized in terms of productive culture and systemic innovation”55, referring to the level of 

investment, the type of firms and their degree of linkage and communication in terms of, among others, 

networking. 

The three approaches elaborated above present a similar pattern, dividing the RIS as composed into 

two either blocks, types or dimensions: businesses (or industries) as the core of the knowledge 

application and exploitation subsystem; and a regional support infrastructure composed mainly of 

public institutions, among those the ones whose primary aim is the creation of knowledge (such as 

universities), but also of other entities (e.g. financial institutions). And it is ultimately the iterative56 

and interactive process between (and within) these two blocks (types or dimensions) what gets 

them together and paves the way for the development and stability of the Regional Innovation 

System. 

Policy implications 

A well-functioning RIS will therefore keep stability through the interaction between these two 

blocks/types/dimensions57, and any disharmony provoked by challenges or market turbulences may be 

quickly solved through the RIS via these relations, e.g. the mobilization of research capabilities and 

innovators in the university and in the regional labor market.58.  

                                                           
54 Regional Innovation Systems: The Role of Governance in a Globalized World [H.J. Braczyk, P. Cooke, M. 
Heidenreich (eds); 1998] 
55 Regional Innovation Systems as Public Goods [Phil Cooke, Olga Memedovic, United Nations, 2006] 
http://www.unido.org/fileadmin/import/60022_04_regional_innovation_systems_public_goods.pdf 
56 Innovation and knowledge: Theory and regional policy [Jan Lambooy; 2005] 
57 Self-Organizing Systems of Social and Business Innovation in the periphery [Åge Mariussen; Nordland Research 
Institute; 2014]  
http://www.nordlandsforskning.no/getfile.php/Dokumenter/Rapporter/2014/Rapport_8_14.pdf 
58 Self-Organizing Systems of Social and Business Innovation in the periphery [Åge Mariussen; Nordland Research 
Institute; 2014]  
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But the responsibilities of policy making in the Innovation Systems perspective go much beyond than 

acting as mere guarantors of stability. The role of public policy also pushes forward that of other public-

dependent institutions, reaching its culmination in the case of the universities. Within the Regional 

Innovation Systems’ literature, universities are considered a very active player by adding a third role to 

their traditional ones of teaching and research, which seeks to enhance the networks with the regional 

industry, giving rise to the "entrepreneurial university” 59. 

The RIS perspective crowns policy makers as the genuine directors of the objectives and rules of the 

game of innovation. It is their task to be the guiding light in the region when it comes to Innovation 

priorities, and hence the different examples of policies in Science and Technology such as the recent 

Smart Specialization Strategies. The Innovation Systems perspective is, therefore, a policy tool that they 

can improve or tweak in order to achieve the desired results60. 

Nonetheless, this role has raised some doubts in Academia, mainly regarding policy makers’ 

legitimation, since the possibilities of Innovation are subjected to the restrictions that their own will may 

impose, raising the question on whose interests their choices represent.  Likewise, policy makers have 

also been mentioned as a hindrance factor to Innovation due to the phenomena of policy resistance61 

and proneness to risk, which claims that they are “biased toward the exploitation of solid existing 

knowledge rather than of uncertain new knowledge”62.  

The usefulness of the Innovation Systems perspective 

Be that as it may, one should not be surprised of the role in the top of the IS hierarchy granted to policy 

making, taking into account that the IS appeared as a response to a policy demand. The Innovation 

Systems perspective considers that "organizations and institutions are the best encapsulation of 

knowledge"63, which is ultimately shaping innovation. And it is consequently that the latter is not driven 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
http://www.nordlandsforskning.no/getfile.php/Dokumenter/Rapporter/2014/Rapport_8_14.pdf 
59 The role of universities in the regional innovation systems of the North East of England and Skåne, Sweden: 
Providing missing links? [Lars Coenen; 2007] http://www.envplan.com/fulltext_temp/0/c0579.pdf 
60 Regional innovation systems revisited: networks, institutions, policy and complexity [Elvira Uyarra; 2011] 
http://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/6323107.pdf 
61 System Dynamics: Systems Thinking and Modeling for a Complex World [John D. Sterman; 2002] 
https://esd.mit.edu/WPS/internal-symposium/esd-wp-2003-01.13.pdf 
62 Self-Organizing Systems of Social and Business Innovation in the periphery [Åge Mariussen; Nordland Research 
Institute; 2014]  
http://www.nordlandsforskning.no/getfile.php/Dokumenter/Rapporter/2014/Rapport_8_14.pdf 
63 Building National and Regional Innovation Systems: Institutions for Economic Development [Jorge Niosi; 2010] 
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by separate individuals or groups of entrepreneurs, but by a system where they, policy makers, hold 

power and use it to exert their influence.  

It is here were perhaps the word system takes on full meaning in the Innovation Systems literature. 

Policy makers need to identify and organize the elements and their linkages in relation to innovation, 

gathering them around a system where an influence on one or more element will bring about foreseen 

and intended consequences. What this encompasses is a simplistic conception of reality which, on the 

other hand, is needed in order to legitimate the rationality of policy makers’ decisions on how to foster 

economic development. In this regard, the Innovation Systems perspective has proved useful for this, 

and its extensive use speaks about the success of its implantation.  

Its usefulness in terms of results, however, has been called into question. Lundvall et al. pointed out that 

literature only describes successful examples of “relatively strong and diversified systems with well 

developed institutional and infrastructure support of innovation activities”64, i.e. rich countries or 

regions. Similarly, it might not be an appropriate analytical and policy tool in peripheral areas and 

declining industrial regions where the low amount of firms in the same industrial sector or production 

system hinders the conditions for local networking and interactive learning is missing65.The reason why 

this criticism stems from the fact that the roots of the Innovation Systems perspective are bound to this 

strong and diversified systems. In any case, attempts to apply the perspective in developing countries 

such as Tanzania or El Salvador66 have also been undertaken.  

However, the main problem of the Innovation Systems perspective is precisely its conception of reality. 

The foreseen consequences and the predetermined expectations on behavior are subjected to be 

unfulfilled when rational and irrational behavior come into play. The interrelations of the actors involved 

in innovation, often outside the policy model, act as a stimulus for them to take their own business 

opportunities and risk assessments, converting policy-makers’ innovation planning in an extremely 

difficult task in terms of predictable final outcome. Therefore, the Innovation Systems explanatory 

                                                           
64 National systems of production, innovation and competence building [B-Å. Lundvall, B. Johnson, E.S. Andersen, B. 
Dalum; 2002] 
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power when it comes to innovation performance is constrained by its condition of a tool aiming at 

reducing the ever-increasing complexity of the environment in which they develop, i.e. reality.   

These shortcomings give room for another approach on innovation in order to see a broader picture 

where a wider set of actors and factors involved in complexity is considered. An approach that intends 

to do so materialized in the foundation of the Complexity Theory applied to Innovation Systems, which 

will be reviewed in the next chapter of this thesis.   
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2. Complex Systems of Innovation, a complexity approach 

Origins and rise 

The origins of Complexity theory are found far from the scope of Social Sciences, dating its application 

back to Systems Science and Cybernetics, which, following Heylighen et al. are touching “virtually all 

traditional disciplines, from mathematics, technology and biology to philosophy and the social 

sciences”67. The picture below shows the vast family tree of Complex Sciences. 

 

Source: Map of the Complexity Sciences68 

                                                           
67 What are Cybernetics and Systems Science? [F. Heylighen, C. Joslyn, V. Turchin; 1999] 
http://pespmc1.vub.ac.be/CYBSWHAT.html 
68 Map of the Complexity Sciences [Brian Castellani; 2013] 
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Different authors stand out in the introduction of complexity to Social Sciences. Among these, stand out 

Granovetter, who approached complexity from Network Sciences, and Von Hayek, whose studies 

reflected the social sciences of economics approached as a Complex System. Granovetter accounted for 

the importance of micro-level interactions on macro-level patterns through interpersonal networks or 

ties69, being complexity the result of the great number of interacting agents70. Von Hayek71, on the other 

hand, advocated that almost every phenomenon in Social Sciences is Complex, due to the large set of 

variables present in the models. 

In Social Sciences, the rise of complexity theory has been identified to respond to an effort of providing 

a rational framework for the understanding of the domain that lies between a deterministic order, 

which is in the context of this thesis represented by the Systems of Innovation; and randomness72. 

Following Russo, the standpoint for the application of Complexity Theory is “that reality, at any level, is 

organised into systems, and that in a system every element is interrelated to everything else. In the social 

sciences, the goal will be to analyse social systems according to the principles of a general system 

theory”73. Similarly, Bunge supports this idea of everything being a system or an actual or potential 

component of one, and claims that the ubiquity of the term is such that suggests adopting a whole 

systemic worldview74.  

Social Sciences translate this systemic approach into the study of Society. For Bunge, summarized in 

Herrera et al.75, human society is a social system, i.e. a concrete system composed by animals that share 

an environment and act upon other members of the system. A human society is composed of humans 

                                                           
69 According to Granovetter, the strength of these ties depends on the amount of time, emotional intensity, 
intimacy (mutual confinding) and reciprocal services within the tie. He advocates that between weak ties there are 
more flows of information: “Because our close friends tend to move in the same circles that we do, the information 
they receive overlaps considerably with what we already know. Acquaintances, by contrast, know people that we 
do not, and thus receive more novel information”. For more information, see: The strength of weak ties [Mark 
Granovetter; 1973] 
https://sociology.stanford.edu/sites/default/files/publications/the_strength_of_weak_ties_and_exch_w-gans.pdf 
70 The role of venture capital firms in Silicon Valley's complex innovation network [Michel Ferrary; Mark 
Granovetter; 2009] 
https://sociology.stanford.edu/sites/default/files/publications/ferrary-granovettereconandsoc5-09_1.pdf 
71 The Theory of Complex Phenomena: A Precocious Play on the Epistemology of Complexity. [Friedrich von Hayek; 
1967] 
72 Complexity Theory and the Social Sciences: An Introduction [David Byrne; 1998] 
73 Are causal analysis and system analysis compatible approaches? [Federica Russo; 2010] 
http://philsci-archive.pitt.edu/4823/1/Russo_CausalAnalysis-SystemAnalysis.pdf 
74 Systemism: the alternative to individualism and holism [Mario Bunge, 2000] 
75 Ontological Modelling of Information Systems from Bunge’s Contributions [Susana I. Herrera, Diana Pallioto, 
Gregorio Tkachuk, Pedro A. Luna; 2005] 
http://www.kybele.etsii.urjc.es/PHISE05/papers/sesionIV/Herrera_etal.pdf 
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and their artifacts, and it can be natural (or spontaneous) in the case if it is self-organized (e.g. families, 

bands of hominids), or artificial (or formal, or an organization) if it is other-organized (e.g. a school, a 

firm, a factory).  

Equally addressing the study of societies, Coleman proposes that the interaction between individuals 

results in emergent phenomena at system level, and neglects the “fiction that society consists of a set of 

independent individuals, each of whom acts to achieve goals that are independently arrived at, and that 

the functioning of society consists of the combination of these actions of independent individuals”76.  

The implication of this interrelation (or interdependence) between actors in Complex Systems is that 

that the relation cause-consequence falls apart into pieces of a puzzle, therefore requiring one to be 

cautious about the conclusions reached in this regard. Von Bertalanffy77 highlights this challenge by 

stating that the study of these systems “requires to consider alternative solutions and to choose those 

promising optimization at maximum efficiency and minimal cost in a tremendously complex network of 

interactions”.  

Innovation and System 

The standpoint on Innovation of Complexity theory builds upon the idea that Innovation as such cannot 

be “promoted”. In a Complex System, Innovation arises as a consequence of the own properties of the 

system, but it is never assumed as an end in the system itself. That is the reason why in the Complex 

Systems literature the different properties of these systems are more thoroughly addressed than 

Innovation itself, which is an output of knowledge that might appear or not within the System. On the 

contrary, it is to the relations among the components of Complex Systems, which are “usually more 

important than the components themselves”78, where Complexity Theory points at as a subject of study. 

These properties and relations are explained further in this Chapter. 

Regarding the term System, Complexity theory strongly relies on the elements of Systems Theory. While 

the study of Systems is nothing new but a centuries-old longing, the initial use of the term referred it to 

                                                           
76 Foundations of Social Theory [James S. Coleman; 1990] 
77 General System theory: Foundations, Development, Applications [Ludwig Von Bertalanffy; 1968] 
78 White Spaces Innovation in Sweden [Phil Cooke and Arne Eriksson; 2011] 
http://www.vinnova.se/upload/EPiStorePDF/vr-11-10.pdf 
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a conglomeration of parts79, developing in the last decades to the conception of the study of the System 

as an entity itself, a “wholeness” which does not equal to the sum of its parts in isolation.  

It was mainly under the works of Bertalanffy when this new approach on systems materialized. He 

advocated for the introduction of a General System Theory containing the principles applying to all 

systems in general. The main assumption is that reality is at every level organized in systems, which in 

turn consist of a “set of elements standing in reciprocal interrelation”80. Nevertheless, it is important to 

clarify that, despite that reality is organized in systems, not everything forms a system. In this regard, 

Complexity theory names aggregates or agglomerates to the collection of items not held together or 

bonded in any way, as means of their lack of integrity or unity.  

The properties of Complex Systems  

Complex systems are dynamic structures in constant evolution and change, being the latter a result of a 

large number of interacting elements. Feedback processes occur among these, in turn reinforcing the 

existence of the system as a whole, and make the system have a resemblance to the structure model of 

a causal loop diagram, with the caveat that the dynamism and interrelations in a Complex System are 

such that it is not possible to establish clear relations cause-consequence. 

The abilities of self-organization and adaptation are two of the most important features of Complex 

Systems. They self-organize in the sense that operate without a centralized control or design while their 

constituents are still able to autonomously interact and response in relation to the constantly changing 

conditions, including those “imposed by policymakers”81. This leads to their ability of adaptation, which 

has granted their name to be sometimes referred to in literature as Complex Adaptive Systems. 

The ability of self-organization, summarized by Mariussen82 citing Byrne and Callaghan83, is composed of 

two elements; The first one is a “self-awareness or shared understanding between the [related] actors” 

forming the system, which is translated in the creation of their own communities that allow them to 

                                                           
79 General System theory: Foundations, Development, Applications [Ludwig Von Bertalanffy; 1968] 
80 Are causal analysis and system analysis compatible approaches? [Federica Russo; 2010] 
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83 Complexity Theory and the Social Sciences: The state of the art [David Byrne, Gillian Callaghan; 2014] 
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coordinate without a centralized control and to achieve joint goals. The second is the existence of a 

surrounding framework or a central coordination agency that, rather than regulating from a top-down 

perspective, plays the role of “inserting elements in the process which leads in the right direction” 84.  

Their constant need of adaptation “allows and encourages a number of creative responses to emerge”85. 

It is believed that “systems operating near a threshold of instability tend to exhibit creativity and 

produce new and innovative behaviors at the level of the whole system”86. Similarly, a greater variety of 

actors within a complex system is also believed to lead to greater opportunities for creativity and 

innovation, as a result of the belief that a wider variety of people encompasses a wider variety of 

perspectives on the available set of possibilities. For Cooke and Eriksson, “perspectives embed 

knowledge: what we know is a function of how we represent things, and provide a framework for how 

people see the world differently”87. 

The responses to changes in the environment are not result of the innovative efforts of individuals but 

of patterns of collective behavior. While the actors forming the systems interact and intertwine tending 

to follow their own needs and interests, the way they do so is by forming the communities of practice 

and partnerships referred above, which would lead them to achieve shared goals.  

Complex Systems are considered to be dissipative structures as a result of their own instability. Changes 

or pressures on the system, regardless their scope or disruptive power, can either be absorbed or alter 

significantly its structure, in the latter case making the system move towards a “crisis stage”88. For 

example, a new entrepreneurial discovery may end up in the formation of a new cluster (and perhaps 
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the decline of another) through the support, or imitation of other actors, developing into a collective 

movement able to drive a process of structural change89. 

In this regard, these communities of actors are considered the main drivers for innovation in Complex 

Systems, and are indeed their interactions and links, not only within but among communities, what 

trigger the whole ecosystem (or Complex System) to move towards new development paths, which may 

be hard to predict90 due to the spontaneous, informal and diverse nature of their agenda.  

Policy implications 

This is a factor to take into account when analyzing the role of policy makers because, in turn, 

dismantles the idea of them being a powerful tool able to shape innovation and economic growth91,92. 

Primarily, the ability of Complex systems of self-organization without a centralized control inhibits a top-

down design of their structure, and it furthermore acts as an obstacle to determine the iteration cause-

effect, i.e. the responsibility of any part of the system with respect to the performance of the whole, 

therefore limiting policy-makers power. If so, what is the role allocated to policy makers? 

A niche where policy finds accommodation in this respect is in the surrounding framework or “central 

coordination agency” in which the communities within a Complex System develop. Thus, the role of 

policy making is more related that of “governance” rather than “governing”. In the words of an OECD 

report, “policymakers need to become more comfortable with strategies that aim to influence rather 

than control”93. 

But, how to define the territory over which policy makers can exert that influence? The definition of 

boundaries in Complex systems is a complex (pun intended) issue. As Russo warns, while a causal 
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analysis implies the assumption that the system subject of analysis is closed, and therefore not 

subjected to external influences, in a systemic analysis this firmness of its boundaries fails when non-

observed variables that influence variables in the model are instead correlated between themselves94, 

making it impossible to estimate correctly the relation between cause and effect. Since actors in a CS 

interact in all social, politic, economic and physical spheres, interactions which are often not constrained 

by regional boundaries, the clarity of the concept region fades away, and its spatial level ends up being 

just as an arena where local processes occur.  

The usefulness of the Complex Systems perspective 

According to Cooke and Eriksson, Complexity theory is “an extremely powerful tool facilitating regional 

analysis” 95 but, at the same time, it is incomplete for practical purposes since it lacks of a theory of 

action. Indeed the application of Complexity theory eventually lacks of a base of exploratory research of 

its determinants, namely the relations between actors and structures. Likewise, Uyarra criticizes the 

extensive use of undefined “metaphors” within the theory, such as the concepts of “emergence” or 

“adaptation”, that leave open questions for interpretation, e.g. “what is it that evolves (what is the 

ontological unit of enquiry?”96  

The reason why the usefulness of complexity theory with respect to innovation emanates from its 

systemic approach. Aoki points out that systems science provides an alternative conceptual framework 

to traditional static analysis tools97, facilitating dynamic analysis, which is the main advantage of the 

application of the theory to regional development. 

Nevertheless, it is in the local scale where the complexity of reality is best approached, precisely 

because the own complexity makes it very difficult to look at a broader scale. Metcalfe and Ramlogan98 

advocate Complexity theory as a tool to understand specific (or local) innovation problems, rather than 

a holistic explanatory framework on the determinants of innovation. This presence of locality underlies 
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also in Cooke and Eriksson99, citing the work of Kauffman100, who developed a model in which the ever-

increasing complexity makes much optimal to look at the local scale in order to analyze the phenomena 

in question. In the same line of argument, Byrne101 highlights the importance acquired by the level local 

level in the recent years as a real entity and object of intervention by policy makers.  
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3. An overview of the two perspectives 

Based on the discussion undertaken, an overview highlighting the different characteristics of the two 

perspectives is presented in the table below, which will serve as the standpoint for the further 

elaboration on the methodology and case-study analysis. 

Regional Innovation Systems Complex Systems of Innovation 
Focus Innovation Systems 
Goal Specific: Innovation (Shared vision) Broad: Defined by the actors' interests 

Scope Regional Local (Hot Spots) 
Unit of 

Analysis Firms Actors and their routines102 

Innovation 
Processes 

Driven by common interest = 
Collaborating Networks 

Driven by shared understanding = Defined 
by the actors’ interests 

Hierarchy Top-Down. A policy vision translated to 
the bottom. “Ahierarchical” 

Organization Central Self-Organized 
Key 

components 
Businesses & Institutional Framework 

networks Actors, Communities and Interactions 

Boundaries Closed System (Regional boundaries) Open System  

Stability Stable (Avoid disruptions) Dissipative (Adaptive to a changing 
environment) 

 

 

  

                                                           
102 Regional innovation systems revisited: networks, institutions, policy and complexity [Elvira Uyarra; 2011] 
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II. Research methodology and design 

”Methodology refers to the theoretical, political and philosophical backgrounds to social research and 

their implications for research practice and for the use of particular research methods. Methods, on the 

other hand, refer to techniques used to acquire and analyze data to create knowledge. Methodology is 

thus a strategy of enquiry that guides a set of procedures.”103 

Methodological awareness can be acquired by exposure to methodological discussions, as well as to 

present research studies of others104. The current paper relies on such developed methodological 

insights and practices of other scholars in the field of systems, innovation and regional development in 

order to build validity, credibility and reliability in the performed analysis. While it can be observed that 

such insights, including ones that are also empirically tested, are abundant in the field of RIS, Complex 

systems studies that put innovation as an object of analysis have not developed such substantial 

methods of empirical research that are widely referred to.  

The methodology applied in order to explore the two different perspectives on Innovation in Skåne 

differs for both RIS and Complex systems perspectives proposed. The reasons why this methodologic 

difference occurs are rooted into the very own characteristics of the perspectives; while Regional 

Innovation Systems are primarily explored in terms of Innovation and networks between organizations, 

Complex systems on the contrary rely strongly on systemic approaches from the focus on individual 

actors and their surroundings. Similarly, Complex Systems entail various analytical challenges due to the 

own nature of their properties (e.g. the condition as dissipative structures, implying that the importance 

of some of the elements is subject to change or may even disappear in a short period of time) that 

makes the analysis being not simply limited to draw a comprehensive list of elements.  

  

                                                           
103 Ready for a paradigm shift? Part 2: Introducing qualitative research methodologies and methods [Nicola J. Petty, 
Oliver P. Thomson, Graham Stew; 2012] 
http://www.pubfacts.com/fulltext_frame.php?PMID=22480949&title=Ready%20for%20a%20paradigm%20shift?%
20Part%202:%20introducing%20qualitative%20research%20methodologies%20and%20methods 
104 Quality in Qualitative research, Qualitative Inquiry, Vol 5, No 4, p. 465-478 [Seale, C.; 1999] 
http://qix.sagepub.com/content/5/4/465 
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1. Case-Study method: Lund and the Life Sciences cluster 

The use of the Case-study method in this thesis is binding taking into account the purpose of analyzing 

the contributions of two different perspectives of Innovation to the development of a single region. In 

this regard, the Case-study method allows performing a more in-depth analysis of a phenomenon that 

occurs within certain context.  

The reader must note that the results of the analysis are applicable “now” and “here”, that is, they are 

valid for the time and the place when the analysis is conducted, and its results cannot provide 

everlasting truths or general knowledge that is undoubtfully relevant to other areas out of the scope of 

this thesis. Likewise, the Case-study method calls questions on the neutrality and objectivity of the 

researcher, as the conclusions are based on personal interpretations of the observations and knowledge 

available. In order to avoid those objections, I intend to be as much meticulous as I can with the 

specification of the methodological details of this study.  

Lund has drawn much of researchers´ attention in the recent years due to the appearance in the region 

of various prominent sectors of economic activity with the city at the center, causing the latter and its 

surroundings (namely, Skåne and the Öresund Region) to be currently considered as one of the most 

dynamic and innovative areas in Sweden; In this regard, while the Swedish Innovation Strategy defines  

as a goal to build the so-called Innovative Regions105, the goal of Region Skåne is to become by 2020 “the 

most innovative region in Europe”106.  

Lund is nowadays at the core of different promising sectors of economic activity, often grouped in five 

types, Life Sciences, Agro-food, ICT & Mobile Heights, Moving Media and Cleantech107, which are closely 

related to the rise of the city and the dynamic processes associated to it.  

This thesis aims at putting the focus on Lund as the center of these dynamics, by specifically addressing 

the development of what is considered one of the most prominent clusters or clustering exercises in the 

area, the Life Sciences Cluster108.  

                                                           
105 The Swedish Innovation Strategy 
http://www.government.se/contentassets/cbc9485d5a344672963225858118273b/the-swedish-innovation-
strategy 
106 Region Skåne http://www.skane.com/en/skane-europes-most-innovative-region 
107 Regional Innovation Policy in Transition. Reflections on the Change process in the Skåne region [Arne Eriksson 
(ed.), Marjolein Caniëls, Phil Cooke, Elvira Uyarra, Markku Sotarauta and Johan Wallin; 2010] 
http://www.vinnova.se/upload/EPiStorePDF/vr-10-17.pdf 
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Cluster approach  

It is important to clarify that the cornerstone on which the analysis of this thesis is performed is 

therefore the Life Sciences Cluster, looked upon it as the “innovative outcome” of both perspectives 

applied in this thesis, namely, the outcome of the networks in the Regional Innovation Systems 

perspective and of individual actors, and the communities they form in Complex Systems. 

While this idea of a Cluster being an outcome in RIS is less controversial, since some authors consider 

them as one of the two building blocks of the RIS perspective109, and since cluster formation and 

subsequent support is in policy making in many cases a goal in itself; within Complex Systems this notion 

is more arguable due to the fact that neither innovation nor a cluster are a final goal in itself of the 

system. However, in this regard I consider it is not far-fetched to look upon the formation of Clusters as 

an outcome of those Communities, assuming that the actors involved in a Cluster are representative of a 

“society” of interrelated actors or, what is the same, representative of a Community. In addition, other 

authors110,111,112, have undertaken the study of clusters from the point of view of Complexity Sciences. 

The focus on Clusters encompasses some questions on the consideration of what actually defines them. 

The origins of the term date back to Michael Porter’s “The Competitive Advantage of Nations” (1990), 

where he identifies the figure of the Clusters as “geographic concentrations of interconnected 

companies, specialized suppliers, service providers, firms in related industries, and associated institutions 

(e.g. universities, standard agencies, trade associations) in a particular field that compete but also 

cooperate”113. Put into context, when Porter first described Clusters he approached the concept from a 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
108 Regional Innovation Policy in Transition. Reflections on the Change process in the Skåne region [Arne Eriksson 
(ed.), Marjolein Caniëls, Phil Cooke, Elvira Uyarra, Markku Sotarauta and Johan Wallin; 2010] 
http://www.vinnova.se/upload/EPiStorePDF/vr-10-17.pdf 
109 Location, Agglomeration and Innovation: Towards Regional Innovation Systems in Norway? [B. Asheim and A. 
Isaksen; 1997] 
110 The role of venture capital firms in Silicon Valley's complex innovation network [Michel Ferrary; Mark 
Granovetter; 2009] 
https://sociology.stanford.edu/sites/default/files/publications/ferrary-granovettereconandsoc5-09_1.pdf 
111 The Collapse and Regeneration of Complex Clusters: Some Evolutionary Considerations [Pierpaolo Andriani; 
Frank Siedlok; 2007] 
http://www.researchgate.net/profile/Frank_Siedlok/publication/228683821_The_collapse_and_regeneration_of_
complex_clusters_some_evolutionary_considerations/links/0deec53b9b1b56290e000000.pdf 
112 Designing Complex Systems: A Contradiction in Terms [Margot Weijnen, Paulien Herder and Ivo Bouwmans; 
2008] 
http://www.nextgenerationinfrastructures.eu/catalog/file/449387/IASTED_05_Patil.pdf 
113 Location, Competition, and Economic Development: Local Clusters in a Global Economy [Michael E. porter; 2000] 
http://www.uk.sagepub.com/chaston/Chaston%20Web%20readings%20chapters%201-12/Chapter%208%20-
%2032%20Porter.pdf 
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competitiveness point of view rather than from an innovativeness one, and he solely focused on the 

national level114.  

The treatment of clusters in the RIS and in the Complex Systems perspectives is different. The 

Innovation Systems perspective endorses Porter’s Cluster concept with a key difference; while in 

Porter’s view the Clusters are composed of industries with related activities, necessarily involving a 

value chain via their cooperation, in the Innovation System’s view they can be composed of industries 

with related activities, but other industries may also be part of the Cluster. The view of the cooperation 

within the Cluster remains the same in both Porter’s approach and RIS perspective. On the contrary, for 

the Complex Systems perspective, the existence of Clusters does not necessarily imply cooperation or 

interaction between the organizations within them, since it is up to the individual actors and 

communities to cooperate or interact.  

In this sense, treating the cluster as the innovative outcome of both perspectives enables to build the 

analysis by looking at the local innovation system, that is, analyze the Regional Innovation System and 

the Complex System of Innovation with the focal point on Lund and, more specifically, the Life Sciences 

cluster. 

 

  

                                                           
114 In this regard, Porter advocated that Nations hold comparative advantages on account of the factor 
endowments (land, natural resources, labor, and the size of the local population) that a they may be fortunate 
enough to inherit, while they can also build other factor endowments such as skilled labor, a strong technology 
and knowledge base, government support, and culture in order to foster development. Thus, the approach is 
genuinely a direct competitor of the Innovation Systems development concept. 
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2. The analysis of Regional Innovation Systems 

The analysis of the Regional Innovation System in this thesis elaborates on the framework proposed by 

Doloreux and Parto115. The authors highlight two main sets of studies analyzing innovation systems; one 

based on comparative empirical studies of various regions, leading to findings on the common and 

specific factors of the Regional Innovation Systems subject of study; and the other based on what they 

name “snapshots” of the Regional Innovation System of an individual region, which provide “important 

insights into the nature and dynamics of regional development”. According to the authors, the benefit 

from the snapshot method is that it identifies the dynamics “responsible for the emergence and 

sustenance of a regional innovation system, the social and institutional dynamics supporting innovation 

activity and the mapping of various kinds of interactions among different actors and factors”.  

This thesis finds its place among the set of studies characterized by being based in the snapshot 

approach. It is important to mention that the Regional Innovation Systems perspective normally 

complies spatially with a region defined by administrative boundaries (normally NUTS3, which in this 

case is represented by Skåne). The snapshot study in this thesis will meet this characteristic with the 

particularity that the focus is put over Lund area and the Life Sciences cluster, where the RIS in Skåne 

has put a lot of effort on development. 

Analyzing the networks in Regional Innovation Systems 

Given the different classifications of the actors, as described in the Chapter devoted to RIS, I have 

decided to take as a standpoint for the analysis the Knowledge generation and diffusion and the 

Knowledge application and exploitation subsystems framework. As I have detailed in that Chapter, the 

former comprises various institutions that are involved in the creation and diffusion of knowledge, 

mostly associated to the public sector: universities, research institutes, research associations, industry 

associations, training agencies, technology transfer organizations, specialist consultancies, government 

development programmes, etc. (Coenen116, citing Cooke117); while the Knowledge application and 

exploitation subsystem consists mainly, but not exclusively, of industrial companies, in Cooke referred to 

                                                           
115 Regional Innovation Systems: A Critical Synthesis, [David Doloreux and Saeed Parto, 2004] 
http://www.intech.unu.edu/publications/discussion-papers/2004-17.pdf?origin=publication_detail 
116 Nodes, networks and proximities: on the knowledge dynamics of the Medicon Valley biotech cluster [Lars 
Coenen, Jerker Moodysson and Bjørn T. Asheim; 2007] 
117 Regional Innovation Systems, Clusters, and the Knowledge Economy [Phil Cooke; 2001] 
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as “the regional industrial structure and its clusters in particular”118. This is consistent with my intention 

to put the focus on the Life Sciences Cluster. 

One of the most challenging parts in this study concerns the analysis of the main raison d'être of the RIS 

approach, i.e. the networks between the firms/Clusters and the institutional structure. In order to do so, 

Chang and Chen119 summarize three different approaches, on insights from different authors, which aim 

at identifying and exploring these network relations.  

The first one is the Network approach, developed by Håkansson120,121, where the focus of the analysis is 

put on the firms/organizations, considered to be in the center of the networking processes. The 

networking behavior is of three types; vertical with customers/suppliers, horizontal with competitors 

and other firms and knowledge generating with universities and other research institutions.  

The second method, based on Holmen and Jacobson122, is that of Clusters, where the focus of the 

analysis is put on the interactions within a specific “knowledge-based cluster”, defined as a technological 

system and whose links are determined by patents or publications. 

The third method proposed is the analysis of the so-called Innovation Community, developed by Lynn et 

al.123, which the authors define as the organizations directly and indirectly involved in the 

commercialization of a new technology. By organizations, this method understands small firms, 

universities, research institutions, established firms, venture capital organizations, regulatory bodies, 

industrial associations, scientific bodies and suppliers. This third approach also intends to take into 

account the governance perspective and informal institutional interactions.  

For the analysis of these networks in RIS, this thesis will follow the Network approach, since firms (and 

more broadly speaking, organizations present in the Cluster) are at the center of the analysis, 

                                                           
118 The role of universities in the regional innovation systems of the North East of England and Skåne, Sweden: 
Providing missing links? [Lars Coenen; 2007] http://www.envplan.com/fulltext_temp/0/c0579.pdf 
119 Comparing approaches to systems of innovation: the knowledge perspective [Yuan-Chieh Chang, Ming-Huei 
Chen; 2004] 
http://mx.nthu.edu.tw/~yucchang/index.files/Chang%20and%20Chen%20%282004%29%20Technology%20in%20S
ociety.pdf 
120 Industrial technological development: a network approach [Håkan Håkansson (ed.); 1987] 
121 No business is an island: the network concept of business strategy [Håkan Håkansson and Ivan Snehota; 1989] 
122 A method for identifying actors in a knowledge-based cluster [Magnus Holmén and Staffan Jacobson; 1998] 
http://www3.druid.dk/wp/19980026.pdf 
123 Linking technology and institutions: the innovation community framework [Leonard H. Lynn, N. Mohan Reddy, 
John D. Aram; 1996] 
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/0048733394008175 
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connecting them with their institutional framework (e.g. universities). In this regard, I reduce 

Håkansson’s types of networking behaviour into two: The vertical and horizontal networks will be 

addressed within the Knowledge application and exploitation subsystem, and the knowledge generating 

networks within the Knowledge generation and diffusion subsystem, therefore complying with the 

structure developed by Asheim and Isaksen124.  

 

A resume of the methods proposed by Chang and Chen (2004) 

 

  

                                                           
124 Location, Agglomeration and Innovation: Towards Regional Innovation Systems in Norway? [B. Asheim and A. 
Isaksen; 1997] 
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3. The analysis of Complex Systems 

Regarding Complex Systems, it is a must-do to perform the analysis by taking the standpoint of a system 

perspective. In this regard, there is a wide-ranging variety of methodological approaches to analyse 

systems. Von Bertalanffy125 points out the existence diverse inhomogeneous approaches, under the 

common denominator of being system theories but representing “different conceptual models, 

mathematical techniques and even different general points of view, but having a common denominator 

in being system theories”.  

This thesis draws on the framework provided by Bunge, as described in both Herrera et al.126 and 

Russo127, which consists on the identification of three elements of the system, i.e. its components 

(collection of persons and artifacts), environment (nature and society at large), and structure (collection 

of physical, biological, economic, political and cultural relations among the members of the systems or 

they and members of other systems). In this regard, I have identified as the components the individual 

actors in the Complex System, whose organizational structure is that of communities, and whose 

behavior is determined by the changing environment surrounding them. 

In Complex Systems, the definition of the boundaries represents a challenge because of the fact that a 

systemic analysis, especially in Social Sciences, tends to rely on the view of the system as an open 

structure. Therefore, establishing systems’ borders and measuring their performance becomes a difficult 

task with traditional tools. In line with this argument, Katz notes that “our perceptions about innovation 

systems are only informed by indicators based on linear assumptions even though our observations tell 

us that they behave differently”128. Nevertheless, it is legitimate to argue that the inherent characteristic 

of a system being an entity that must be bounded in some way in order to be called as such allows 

establishing boundaries in some way. In this matter, Cilliers suggests for an allowance of constant 

renegotiation of the boundaries of the system rather than for their fixed definition129.  

                                                           
125 General System theory: Foundations, Development, Applications [Ludwig Von Bertalanffy; 1968] 
126 Ontological Modelling of Information Systems from Bunge's Contributions [Susana I. Herrera, Diana Pallioto, 
Gregorio Tkachuk and Pedro A. Luna; 2005] 
127 Are causal analysis and system analysis compatible approaches? [Federica Russo; 2010] 
http://philsci-archive.pitt.edu/4823/1/Russo_CausalAnalysis-SystemAnalysis.pdf 
128 Indicators for complex innovation systems [J. Sylvan Katz; 2006] 
http://www.academia.edu/2543715/Indicators_for_Complex_Innovation_Systems 
129 Boundaries, Hierarchies and Networks in Complex Systems [Paul Cilliers; 2001] 
http://blogs.cim.warwick.ac.uk/complexity/wp-content/uploads/sites/11/2014/02/Cilliers-2001-Boundaries-
Hierarchies-and-Networks.pdf 
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And this is the case that this thesis follows when analyzing Complex Systems in Skåne; while the analysis 

is performed as I have commented previously in this Chapter at the center of the local scale, Lund, 

without trying to defining any boundaries insofar, the reader must take into account that the spectrum 

of factors of importance is impossible to entirely cover, attending to the assumption that everything in a 

Complex System is interrelated with everything else. This is a weakness in this thesis study, raising 

concerns on the representativity of the elements of study. In this regard, I intend to minimize this 

concern by directing the analysis to that local scale, which will provide a bigger representativity in the 

analysis, rather than to get lost in a bigger scale involving a tremendous set of 

interactions/interrelations. 

This is precisely the reason why the scale to which the analysis is conducted is based on specific places 

that do not necessarily match with regions, thus the focus is not on the Skåne region as a whole but on 

the local scale, where innovation hot spots are located and directly or indirectly exert influence over the 

rest of the territory. Hence, the analysis will primarily address Lund and its surroundings, choice justified 

by the presence of the cluster subject of study in the area. This will enhance the reliability of the data as 

its collection for the region as a whole could have as a consequence a distorted or irrelevant vision of 

the reality that this thesis intends to explore. 

Analyzing the Communities of actors and interrelations  

The main raison d'être of Complex Systems of Innovation resides in its Communities and interrelations. 

To analyze this phenomenon, this thesis adopts the method described above on 

Communities/membership approach by Lynn et al.130. The reason why choosing this approach responds 

to key similarities in the treatment to Communities of actors and interrelations within the Complex 

Systems approach and the Community/membership approach. 

This method describes the innovation community as a “set of interacting populations embedded in a 

dense web of social and economic relationships”, and provides a framework for dealing with the 

frequent problem in systemics of everything being connected, which ultimately entails the difficulty of 

knowing where to stop when including components of the system. Their framework implies to identify 

these components as “the organizations significantly involved in the commercialization of a new 

technology”. 
                                                           
130 Linking technology and institutions: the innovation community framework [Leonard H. Lynn, N. Mohan Reddy, 
John D. Aram; 1996] 
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/0048733394008175 
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The approach of considering these Communities based on Membership is linked to the self-awareness 

or shared-understanding pointed out by Byrne and Callaghan131 referred in the description of the 

Complex Systems perspective. Likewise, an OECD report on the applications of Complexity Science for 

Public Policy also accounts Complex systems being best represented by these networks (of “groups of 

collaborating individuals” or communities) “which have defined structural features and follow specific 

dynamic laws” 132.  

  

                                                           
131 Complexity Theory and the Social Sciences: The state of the art [David Byrne, Gillian Callaghan; 2014] 
132 Applications of Complexity Science for Public Policy: New Tools for Finding Unanticipated Consequences and 
Unrealized Opportunities [OECD; 2009] 
http://www.oecd.org/science/sci-tech/43891980.pdf 
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4. Data Collection 

The analysis intends to provide a wider picture of the context and more solid understanding on the 

contributions of the two innovation perspectives to the current development of the Life Sciences cluster 

in Lund. The collection of data used in applying the two perspectives is of qualitative sort.  

Regional Innovation Systems 

The data material consists of different data sets. First of all, in order to obtain the snapshot on the RIS, 

various official documents from public institutions on National and regional level as well as academic 

papers which provide the role of the knowledge generation and diffusion subsystem have been 

analyzed. These are:  

- The Swedish Innovation Strategy 

- Skåne’s Regional Development Strategy 

- International Innovation Strategy for Skåne 

- OECD Territorial Reviews: Skåne 2012 

- VINNOVA - The Swedish Agency for the development of Innovation reports 

- Various academic papers 

Secondly, in the case of the knowledge application and exploitation subsystem, I have used the data 

provided by the Medicon Valley database, which is a directory and information platform comprising data 

of Life Sciences and Biotechnology companies and institutes in Scandinavia including company 

description, additional information and categorization133, from which I have selected the organizations 

in the Medicon Valley cluster located in Lund. In total, 128 organizations make up the dataset. 

First of all, a historic study on the evolution of the Life Sciences cluster is drawn, with data consisting 

mainly on academic papers and official institutions and organizations websites regarding the formation 

of the Cluster and its development until what we know today as Medicon Valley.  

For the subsequent analysis of the networks in the RIS I have relied on information provided by 

specialized webpages in the fields of Life Sciences and Biotech, as well as on information from official 

network organizations within Medicon Valley (Medicon Valley Academy, Medicon Village), and of the 

websites of the companies subject of study. 

                                                           
133 http://www.mediconvalley.com/MediconValley/Home/Database.aspx 
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Complex Systems of Innovation 

For the application of the Complex Systems perspective, I have tracked down a set of individual actors in 

Medicon Valley, fundamentally those with responsible positions or roles, both past and present, in 

organizations within the cluster (as defined by the Medicon Valley database), and gathered the 

information on their employment history and roles played. The main sources of data material for the 

selection of those individuals have been the own Companies’ websites, which in general indicate the 

current Directive positions in the company, as well as business information specialized websites 

(Bloomberg, Aktietorget).  

In order to track down the careers of the individual actors, I also have relied on the companies’ websites 

and press publications, as well as in the business information specialized websites referred above. 

Likewise, an important source of information has been the social network service LinkedIn, from which I 

have also consulted the professional and educational profiles of these actors. Finally, I have also relied, 

when available, on media interviews with some of the actors. 

On the reliability of the data 

One should be aware that the methods used are open up for challenges regarding to reliability, 

indisputability or vagueness. The conclusions reached are the result of applying the 

conceptual/theoretical insights from both perspectives on Innovation on the empirical data in order to 

find patterns that they claim to exist or occur under certain conditions. 

Delimitations regarding the empirical data exist. Regarding the organizations selected for the study, the 

data collected is that of the Medicon Valley database, which is supported by the two regional 

investment promotion agencies that are behind the website www.mediconvalley.com134, Copenhagen 

Capacity and Invest in Skåne. The website is maintained and updated by a third-party service and the 

profiles of organizations might not be fully up to date or scope the whole set of organizations. However, 

I consider the sample of 128 organizations enough representative of the Life Sciences Cluster in Lund. 

I am also aware of the concerns on the reliability of the collection of data from individual profiles in a 

social media service. In this regard, I have tried as far as it has been possible to me to verify the 

information among the sources of information used– official documents, official websites of the 

                                                           
134 http://www.mediconvalley.com/MediconValley/Home/Database.aspx 
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different organizations in Medicon Valley, media news and interviews, etc; in order to assert its veracity, 

finding to the best of my knowledge evidence for the conclusions reached.  
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III. Case-Study Analysis: The Life Sciences Cluster in Lund 

A general overview of Lund  

Lund is located in the southwest of the Skåne region, which is in turn in the southwest part of Sweden. 

Skåne neighbors the Swedish regions of Halland, Småland and Blekinge, and it is also connected to 

Denmark via the Öresund Bridge.  

While Skåne is the third most populated län or county (NUTS 3 region) in Sweden, Lund is the second 

most populated city of the region with 114.291 inhabitants, right after its capital, Malmö, which is 

located around 15 kilometers away.  

 

Map of Skåne135 

 

                                                           
135 http://www.erichammerin.se/guide/bilder/Scania-Sjelland.jpg 
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The landscape in Lund is extremely dominated by its university, Lund University, founded in 1966, 

which is the largest university in Scandinavia, with 42,000 students and 7,680 employees136. In this 

regard, the impact of around 50,000 people in a city of barely over 100,000 inhabitants is huge for the 

local economy137.  

In this regard, the Skåne region produces a large proportion of Sweden’s graduates, of around 15% of 

the total, and it also shows high levels of R&D investment and employment138, numbers notably 

influenced by Lund University, besides the presence of another three universities in the region 

(Malmö University, Kristianstad University College and the much smaller Alnarp University of 

Agricultural Sciences). 

The levels of R&D investment and employment are the result of Lund being the core of different 

promising sectors of economic activity, which are often grouped in five types, Life Sciences, Agro-food, 

ICT & Mobile Heights, Moving Media and Cleantech139. These sectors constitute the branches of the 

regional specialization, being the region overrepresented in terms of jobs related to these sectors with 

respect to the Swedish average. 

 

 

 

  

                                                           
136 Lund University http://www.lunduniversity.lu.se/about/about-lund-university 
137 The Role of Universities in Regional Innovation Systems - A Nordic Perspective [Jan-Evert Nilsson (ed.); 2006] 
http://www.bth.se/tks/ctup.nsf/%28WebFiles%29/3EDA909A7F1CCDAAC1256F4A005CD026/$FILE/RegionalInnoS
yst.pdf 
138 OECD Territorial Reviews: Skåne, Sweden 2012 [OECD; 2012]  
http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/urban-rural-and-regional-development/oecd-territorial-reviews-skane-sweden-
2012_9789264177741-en 
139 Regional Innovation Policy in Transition. Reflections on the Change process in the Skåne region [Arne Eriksson 
(ed.), Marjolein Caniëls, Phil Cooke, Elvira Uyarra, Markku Sotarauta and Johan Wallin; 2010] 
http://www.vinnova.se/upload/EPiStorePDF/vr-10-17.pdf 
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1. Regional Innovation System 

The analysis of the Regional Innovation System is divided in three parts. First of all the actors in the two 

building blocks of the RIS with the focal point put in Lund, i.e. in the Knowledge generation and diffusion 

and the Knowledge application and exploitation subsystems, are defined. Afterwards, an analysis of the 

networks between the two is undertaken.  

1.1 Knowledge generation and diffusion subsystem 

There are various institutions involved in the generation and diffusion of knowledge within the Regional 

Innovation System in Lund. Most of these institutions belong to the public sector, whether at the 

National or Regional level. I will summarize them below and provide some insights on the actions they 

develop for fostering the generation and diffusion of knowledge.  

Swedish Government 

The Swedish Government counts on a Swedish Innovation Strategy140, whose “important” role is defined 

as to provide the preconditions for innovations in Sweden, i.e. a good innovation climate. Moreover, the 

document relies on the lower levels of public policy to join the cause for the vision of Sweden retaining 

and strengthening “its position as a global leader”, and emphasizes the joint effort to be made by public 

actors such as universities, public agencies, county councils, regions and municipalities, while engaging 

also industry and civil society, in the commitment to achieve that vision.  

Invoking the lower levels of public policy is in line with the strong influence that, although without 

explicitly mentioning it, the Strategy exhibits from the Regional Innovation System’s perspective. In this 

regard, the document explicitly acknowledges the importance of the role of proximity in relations 

between the actors present in innovation and of innovative regions. Likewise, it does address the 

definitions of formal and tacit knowledge. The policy document also emphasizes the need to “strengthen 

and further develop” the collaboration in the regional competence platforms, and relies on the networks 

between businesses and clusters with research and education institutions as important elements. 

Specifically, the three main objectives of the Government are to provide a well-functioning framework 

conditions, to foster innovation in the public sector and at the same time generate demand for it and to 
                                                           
140 The Swedish Innovation Strategy 
http://www.government.se/contentassets/cbc9485d5a344672963225858118273b/the-swedish-innovation-
strategy 
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direct measures targeting innovation processes. The latter objective is extremely important, since it 

specifies these direct measures as “financing knowledge and innovation infrastructures such as 

incubators, the formation of clusters or networks, and test and demonstration facilities”. In this regard, it 

is important to highlight that in Sweden, National (and EU) investments are more important than those 

a region can allocate, and the latter acts as a catalyst of these funds. 

In the case of innovation-focused funding, this is mainly done via two agencies. The first one is 

VINNOVA141, the Swedish Agency for the development of Innovation (in a free translation of the Swedish 

term), whose programmes “are the main vehicle to fund research at the interface between academia 

and industry”142. VINNOVA has different programmes aimed at different areas; being VINNVÄXT the one 

aiming at regional growth through dynamic innovation systems and internationally competitive 

research143. The second is Tillväxtverket144, the National agency supporting regional development. 

The role of the Swedish government (and of the EU) when it comes to be a driving force on the Regional 

Innovation System in Skåne proves somehow the argument by Bathelt advocating that a Regional 

Innovation System cannot be conceived by separate, without the interdependence on the national and 

international spheres. In this regard, it is true that the existence of a Regional Innovation System alone is 

nearly impossible (being generous) to reach, but as Asheim and Coenen145 point out, the argument can 

be valid when it comes to National Innovation Systems, especially in terms of small and medium sized-

countries, therefore to my understanding the existence of a Regional Innovation System as a somehow 

differentiated entity is valid, at least in the case of Skåne. 

The above has much to do with the regionalization debate in Sweden. The Swedish Government 

introduced in 1997 a new pilot formula giving a new status of region to Skåne and to Västra Götaland, 

granting them with a higher political autonomy through the direct election of the regional parliament. 

                                                           
141 VINNOVA http://www.vinnova.se/en/ 
142 OECD Territorial Reviews: Skåne, Sweden 2012 [OECD; 2012]  
http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/urban-rural-and-regional-development/oecd-territorial-reviews-skane-sweden-
2012_9789264177741-en 
143 VINNOVA: A programme renewing and moving Sweden ahead 
http://www.vinnova.se/upload/EPiStorePDF/vi_14_04.pdf 
144 www.tillvaxtverket.se 
145 The Role of Regional Innovation Systems in a Globalizing Economy: Comparing Knowledge Bases and 
Institutional Frameworks in Nordic Clusters [Bjørn Asheim and Lars Coenen; 2004] 
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The formula, initially constructed as an experiment with expiring date, resulted in positive feedbacks 

leading to become a permanent arrangement since 2011146. 

Region Skåne 

The RIS perspective characterizes for allocating a powerful role to regional policy-making when it comes 

to shaping Innovation, and this is not an exception in Skåne, where the regional government, or Region 

Skåne, is the key actor for the innovation policy development147. Region Skåne has a vision to become 

“the most innovative region in Europe”148 by 2020. In this regard, the regional power of action is notably 

enhanced by the fact that Skåne is responsible for its own regional development, as I have pointed out 

in the previous paragraph. This results in the Skåne’s Regional Development Strategy149, which 

establishes the common goal for Skåne to achieve for the year 2030, goal which is said to be compliant 

with both the national and European context150.  

More specifically addressing innovation, Skåne counts on the International Innovation Strategy for 

Skåne151, implemented in 2011 for the period 2012-2020 and which sets the Strategy and action plan, 

also drawing on the interplay between the regional, national and international levels. The process of the 

creation of this Strategy brought up two new governance bodies (however, without any decision making 

power); the Skåne Research and Innovation Council (FIRS) and the Sounding Board for Innovation in 

Skåne (SIS). They are composed of a network where different actors, namely, representatives from 

municipalities, public sector, companies, universities and students, work together in the pursue of 

innovation. Their difference lies in the fact that FIRS is a strategic advisory body and SIS is “composed of 

people at a more operational level and the representation of companies is higher”152. 

                                                           
146 The Role of Regions? Networks, Scale, Territory [Tassilo Herrschel, Pontus Tallberg (eds.); 2011] 
https://www.skane.se/upload/Webbplatser/RU/Dokument/theroleofregions.pdf 
147 OECD Territorial Reviews: Skåne, Sweden 2012 [OECD; 2012]  
http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/urban-rural-and-regional-development/oecd-territorial-reviews-skane-sweden-
2012_9789264177741-en 
148 Region Skåne http://www.skane.com/en/skane-europes-most-innovative-region 
149 Skåne’s Regional Development Strategy [Region Skåne; 2014] 
http://utveckling.skane.se/siteassets/publikationer_dokument/rus_slutdokument_210x275_eng.pdf 
150 Skåne is classified as an “Innovation Leader” within the Regional Innovation Scoreboard 2014 of the European 
Union http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/innovation/files/ris/ris-2014_en.pdf 
151 International Innovation Strategy for Skåne [Region Skåne; 2011] 
https://www.skane.se/Upload/Webbplatser/Naringsliv/Dokument/IIFS%20Strategi%20Version%20Slutligt%20dok
ument%20Orginal%20Version%202012-2020.pdf 
152 OECD Territorial Reviews: Skåne, Sweden 2012 [OECD; 2012]  
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Region Skåne puts a lot of efforts in the development of the southwest of Skåne, translated into the 

undeniable support to the clusters present in the area, such as the Life Sciences cluster, due to their 

capacity of generating greater competitiveness and sustainable growth in the region153. Region Skåne 

does so via various initiatives, such as its promotion agency “Business Region Skåne”, from which it 

depends the organization “Invest in Skåne”, in charge of the promotion of exports and attraction of 

international investment to the region. Invest in Skåne, along with its Danish counterpart Copenhagen 

Capacity, is responsible for the branding name of the Life Sciences cluster “Medicon Valley”, an effort to 

“reflect the region's life science strongholds”154. Region Skåne is also a member of the cluster 

organization Medicon Valley Alliance, which I will address below.  

Lund University 

Lund University155 is of capital importance for the Life Sciences Cluster. In its Strategy, the university 

acknowledges the “potential to establish a cluster of world-leading research centres in materials 

science and life sciences in Lund”156. The university specializations are in line with the Life Sciences 

activities, and it holds a high profile in medicine and pharmacology. There is a clear linkage in the 

demand within the university for the studies related to Life Sciences157, namely within the Medicine and 

Engineering faculties. In this regard, “the large majority of dissertations in HEI are in medicine, technical 

science and natural science”158 and the university, via its teaching and research activities, meets the 

needs of the Life Sciences cluster and alleviates the need for Human Capital of the organizations present 

in the latter.  

The university also complies with the business-oriented role that the RIS perspective allocates to 

universities as a driver for innovation, rather than being solely dedicated to these teaching and research 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/urban-rural-and-regional-development/oecd-territorial-reviews-skane-sweden-
2012_9789264177741-en 
153 Regional Innovation Policy in Transition. Reflections on the Change process in the Skåne region [Arne Eriksson 
(ed.), Marjolein Caniëls, Phil Cooke, Elvira Uyarra, Markku Sotarauta and Johan Wallin; 2010] 
http://www.vinnova.se/upload/EPiStorePDF/vr-10-17.pdf 
154 Medicon Valley facts [Medicon Valley] http://www.mediconvalley.com/Facts/Medicon%20Valley%20Facts 
155 Lund University http://www.lunduniversity.lu.se/ 
156 Strategic Plan 2012–2016 [Lund University; 2012] 
http://www.lunduniversity.lu.se/sites/www.lunduniversity.lu.se/files/strategic-plan-lund-university.pdf 
157 Regionalisation of Globalised Innovation. Locations for advanced industrial development and disparities in 
participation. [Ulrich Hilpert (ed.); 2003; citing Heglund and Rosenlund; 1996] 
158 OECD Territorial Reviews: Skåne, Sweden 2012 [OECD; 2012]  
http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/urban-rural-and-regional-development/oecd-territorial-reviews-skane-sweden-
2012_9789264177741-en 
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tasks. Lund University holds very close tights with the industry in the region; as a great number of 

professors, researchers or students at Lund University have founded Life Science-related companies, 

encouraged by the fact that in Sweden the ownership of research results is allocated to the individual, as 

well as employed, researcher159. 

Along with Copenhagen University, Lund University planted the seed for the birth of the cluster initiative 

Medicon Valley Academy, which later on became Medicon Valley Alliance. Besides, the university is also 

present in Medicon Valley through its participation in different network initiatives such as Medicon 

Village and various companies in which the university is represented, such as Lund University BioScience 

(LU Bio), an investment holding with various companies in portfolio, and Lund University Innovation 

System AB, which is a link between academia (researchers, students) and business, supporting the 

former undertake their own business ventures. Similarly, Lund University Hospital (further branded as 

Skåne University Hospital) is also an important part of the RIS networks, serving to “rationalize the 

university research and strengthen the brand name of Lund University as centre of excellence in 

biomedical research”160.  

Research/Science Parks  

Ideon161 is the largest research park not only in Lund but in the whole Skåne. Its task is to support the 

creation of research-based companies as well as spin-offs companies from Lund University and industry 

in the region162. The park is run by a holding between a private company, Lund University and Lund 

municipality. 

Ideon Science Park is home to a vast network of start-up and spin-off companies and holds four different 

incubators, being three of them directly or indirectly related to Life Sciences; Ideon Innovation, which 

helps entrepreneurs to build growing companies, LIFT Incubator an incubator for service companies and 

VentureLab, which is Lund University’s organization for stimulating entrepreneurship and supporting 

students and new graduates to start their own business163.  

                                                           
159 http://www.codex.vr.se/en/agande1.shtml 
160 Two Sides of the Same Coin? Local and Global Knowledge Flows in Medicon Valley [Jerker Moodysson, Lars 
Coenen, Bjørn Asheim; 2008] 
161 IDEON Science Park http://www.ideon.se/ 
162 Skåne's Innovation Capacity - A Situation Analysis [Region Skåne; 2009] 
http://www.valuenetworksandcollaboration.com/images/Skanesinnovationcapacity090831_1_.pdf 
163 http://www.ideon.se/en/entrepreneurship/ 
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From all the companies in the park, 21% belong to the field of Life Sciences, having most of these 

companies have some kind of connection with Lund University164. Examples of the companies that have 

developed under the umbrella of Ideon are Anoto, BioInvent, Glycorex or Probi.  

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                           
164 http://www.ideon.se/en/about-ideon/facts/ 
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1.2 Knowledge application and exploitation subsystem 

Nowadays, the Life Sciences cluster could not be understood without the existence of what is today 

known as the branding name Medicon Valley, and in order to understand it as of today it is first 

necessary to dedicate some lines to the existent preconditions in Skåne prior to the creation of Medicon 

Valley as such.  

The Life Sciences cluster was long represented in Lund mainly via two companies, Astra and Pharmacia, 

which despite being Stockholm companies they had a part of their research activities located in Lund. 

Later on, Astra would merge in 1999 with the UK company Zeneca, giving birth to the pharma giant 

Astra Zeneca, while Pharmacia was first merged with Upjohn and afterwards absorbed by Pfizer, moving 

all their research activities from Lund in 1997, except for the ones that gave birth in 1997 to a new 

company, Active Biotech. 

Meanwhile, in the mid 1990’s, the universities of Lund and Copenhagen decided to create a cluster 

organization, the at the time Medicon Valley Academy, a cross-border initiative to both strengthen the 

networks between Denmark and Sweden and to convert the future “Öresund region” into a world leader 

in research and commercialization of biotechnology165 under financing from a European Union Interreg 

II project. The choice of focusing on biotech stemmed from the fact that both sides of the Öresund had 

the preconditions for this field to develop, with successful companies in the pharma industry 

(Moodysson et al.166, Hilpert). Hilpert himself addresses this idea convinced that “biotechnology was the 

only choice if a joint industrial region between the Danes and the Swedes was to be formed”167. The 

creation of the Öresund region crowned with the opening, in 2000, of the Öresund Bridge, a 16 

kilometers bridge connecting Skåne with the Danish island of Zealand, home of the Danish capital, 

Copenhagen. The bridge offered a window of opportunities in order to end the crisis period prevailing in 

both the Copenhagen region, dragging a crisis since the 1980’s due to the decline of the manufacturing 

                                                           
165 OECD Territorial Reviews: Skåne, Sweden 2012 [OECD; 2012]  
http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/urban-rural-and-regional-development/oecd-territorial-reviews-skane-sweden-
2012_9789264177741-en 
166 Two Sides of the Same Coin? Local and Global Knowledge Flows in Medicon Valley [Jerker Moodysson, Lars 
Coenen, Bjørn Asheim; 2008] 
http://wordpress.circle.lu.se/upload/CIRCLE/workingpapers/200815_Moodysson_et_al.pdf 
167 Regionalisation of Globalised Innovation. Locations for advanced industrial development and disparities in 
participation. [Ulrich Hilpert (ed.); 2003] 
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industry, and Skåne, suffering from the Swedish financial crisis in the mid-1990’s that placed the region 

among the highest- three in unemployment rate in Sweden168. 

The initiative from Lund and Copenhagen universities gained support in 1997 when three large 

pharmaceutical companies, the Danish Novo Nordisk and Lundbeck and the Swedish Astra-Zeneca, 

joined the initiative, with the idea of creating a platform where the Danish and Swedish Life Science 

actors could meet169. After this step, the project therefore became a cooperation of public-private 

networks, one of the hallmarks of the Regional Innovation Systems perspective. The addition of 

businesses to the project had two immediate consequences, directly related to each other; the first one 

was the change of the project name to Medicon Valley Alliance (MVA), precisely due to the second 

consequence, a change in the focus of the cluster organization into a more business-driven rather than 

only limited to research170. The goal was (and is still today) to strengthen the networks between the 

members and to market the region into the international sphere, having the vision of becoming the 

most attractive bioregion in Europe for companies in this international sphere171, vision that has been 

developing to date with the Cluster as we know it today. In order to help to the promotion of this vision, 

the MVA developed the branding name Medicon Valley for the Life Sciences cluster, which is the name 

as it is mostly referred nowadays. I will refer from here onwards as Medicon Valley to the Life Sciences 

cluster, while I will use Medicon Valley Alliance or MVA to the cluster organization which is part of the 

RIS. Currently, Medicon Valley is a Cluster with a wide set of networks from universities, hospitals, Big 

Pharma, Research Centers, Incubators, Science Parks and SME’s from the whole Öresund region172, 173.  

Medicon Valley holds a particularity that does not fit into the RIS view on the region as “one collective 

order” (Coenen et al. 174, citing Braczyk et al.175), and it is that Cluster is held between two different 

                                                           
168 The Europeanisation of Swedish Regional Government [Malin Stegmann McCallion; 2004] 
http://www.tepav.org.tr/tur/admin/dosyabul/upload/McCallion.pdf 
169 Medicon Valley Alliance http://mva.org/ 
170 OECD Territorial Reviews: Skåne, Sweden 2012 [OECD; 2012]  
http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/urban-rural-and-regional-development/oecd-territorial-reviews-skane-sweden-
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173 Medicon Valley Alliance http://mva.org/ 
174 The Role of Proximities for Knowledge Dynamics in a Cross-Border Region: Biotechnology in Øresund [Lars 
Coenen, Jerker Moodysson, Bjørn T. Asheim, Ola Jonsson; 2003] 
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nations. While this particularity does not preclude the cluster to behave as a single entity in the sense 

that shares common vision and goals in both sides of the Öresund, in fact there exist some differences 

between each side; among others, the composition of the conglomerate of organizations present in 

each side, with the Danish accounting for a bigger share of public companies176. Similarly, the network 

interactions have historically been stronger within the Swedish or the Danish side rather than between 

them, perhaps as a consequence of their different way of doing business177. As pointed out by Coenen et 

al., “in the case of a cross-border region it would be misguided to study the innovation system from a 

fixed spatial perspective as it needs to be noted that the NIS of Denmark and Sweden are significantly 

different, in terms of institutional set-up as well as in industrial structure”178. There have even been 

recent rumors of a proposal of division of the Medicon Valley Academy into two different units for the 

Swedish and the Danish side, blamed on differences upon the Danish vision of branding the Greater 

Copenhagen region179. Be that as it may, I consider that these reasons give enough backup for this 

empirical analysis to be carried out upon the networks in the Swedish part of the cluster, and especially 

those companies in Lund, instead of covering both sides of the Öresund.  

The Swedish part of the Cluster  

Currently, the Swedish part of the Cluster is composed of more than 284 organizations180 of varying size 

and age181, most of them being biotech companies, with a smaller fraction of venture capital and 

consultancy firms. Within these, 128 are located in Lund, being their origin from different types; private 

companies, publicly owned (such as ClinTrials Skåne, owned by Region Skåne, or Lund University 

BioScience, holding where Lund University takes part) and subsidiary units of international companies 

that have been attracted by the presence of Medicon Valley, either by establishing their own unit there, 

or via the acquisition of a previously established company (e.g. Repligen Sweden or DXCM Sweden). 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
175 Regional Innovation Systems: The Role of Governance in a Globalized World [H.J. Braczyk, P. Cooke, M. 
Heidenreich (eds); 1998] 
176 Medicon Valley a Swedish-Danish Life Science Cluster [Stig Jørgensen, Medicon Valley Alliance; 2008] 
http://www.filas.it/Uploads/MVA%20-%20Jorgensen.pdf 
177 Regionalisation of Globalised Innovation. Locations for advanced industrial development and disparities in 
participation. [Ulrich Hilpert (ed.); 2003; citing Heglund and Rosenlund; 1996] 
178 Nodes, networks and proximities: on the knowledge dynamics of the Medicon Valley biotech cluster [Lars 
Coenen , Jerker Moodysson and Bjørn T. Asheim; 2007] 
179 Medicon Valley Alliance headed for breakup [MedWatch; 2015] 
http://medwatch.dk/secure/Top_picks_in_english/article7598678.ece 
180 Medicon Valley Database http://www.mediconvalley.com/Database 
181 Two Sides of the Same Coin? Local and Global Knowledge Flows in Medicon Valley [Jerker Moodysson, Lars 
Coenen, Bjørn Asheim; 2008] 
http://wordpress.circle.lu.se/upload/CIRCLE/workingpapers/200815_Moodysson_et_al.pdf 
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Many of these companies are spin-offs from Lund University (for example Acousort, Medviso, nQuip, 

Preelumina, etc) or from other companies (Pronoxis, RedGlead Discovery, etc). 

The Medicon Valley Alliance (MVA) is the largest network organization in the Cluster, and it is member-

financed. It organizes meetings between researchers or workers from universities, hospitals and SMEs in 

order to build networks182, as well as seminars and conferences with the aim of putting the different 

organizations in contact, and it is the main promoter of the cluster via its participation in national and 

international events. Another important actor within the Cluster is Medicon Village, a recent network 

organization born from the infrastructure left from Astra Zeneca, which aims at hosting the entire value 

chain of the Life Sciences, i.e. researchers, innovators, entrepreneurs and businessmen, and offers them 

the necessary infrastructure, laboratories and offices, so they can use it as a workplace, meeting point 

and, ultimately, develop collaborative networks. 

While the Medicon Valley cluster does not have any form of government183, the MVA somehow exerts 

as the vision leader, for example via the Medicon Valley Beacons programme, a joint initiative between 

Invest in Skåne and MVA having as a main objective to create a vision for the whole region based on 

future areas of strength, aiming to increase the region’s competitiveness and attractiveness184.  MVA 

acts as a governance structure of a Cluster with “a slightly bewildering series of overlapping and 

interlocking governance mechanisms managed mostly by the bioscientific community or its agents”185. 

  

                                                           
182 Medicon Valley: Experiences Building a Transnational Cluster [Andrew Munk; Medicon Valley Alliance; 2008] 
http://innovation.rutgers.edu/Feb_11_08_Andrew_Munk.pdf 
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1.3 Networks in the Regional Innovation System 

Networks with the knowledge application and exploitation subsystem  

I have explained that one of the aims of the cluster is its international scope and attraction of 

organizations of that sphere. The MVA webpage specifies this attraction as the single focus on the local 

cross-border collaboration would make the region to find itself on a “burning platform” in the late 

2000’s186. Moodysson et al.187 attribute it to the extreme specialization of the cluster, which forces it to 

“seek collaboration among the few potential partners available worldwide, and these are often located 

in the small set of biotechnology ‘megacentres’ in the US or the rest of Europe”188. In this regard, the 

access to international networks is of importance not only for the expansion of the cluster but also for 

the knowledge spillovers likely to occur within the Regional Innovation System.  

MVA’s strategy aiming at international networks took form with the UK-Medicon Valley Challenge 

Program, started in 2005 and whose aim was to promote research exchange and interaction between 

organizations in Medicon Valley and four biotech clusters in UK.  

One of the star international networking programmes of Medicon Valley Alliance was the so-called Life 

Science Ambassador Program, created in 2008 with the aim of building and facilitating “international 

relations between Medicon Valley organizations and companies and organizations located in the world’s 

most innovative and prosperous life science clusters”189, exchanging ambassadors between Medicon 

Valley and four clusters in Japan, Korea, United States and Canada. However, the Ambassador 

Programme was announced to be closed-down in June 2015, due to Medicon Valley’s new direction of 

focusing the resources “on the regional aspects”190, as announced by its new Chairman of the Board 

Søren Bregenholt.  
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The reasons why this new focus on the regional scale remain blurry, at least until next MVA’s General 

Assembly, which will take place in September 2015. Eriksson et al. might have given one of the keys as 

they considered that in Medicon Valley the “collaborations […] show […] to be stronger elsewhere in 

Sweden or with UK firms that start as partners and end up being acquired (e.g. Cambridge Antibody 

Technologies) than with Lund IDEON firms.” 191 

Regarding international networks, Medicon Valley, represented by its members Invest in Skåne, 

Biopeople and Medicon Village, has also signed a Memorandum of Understanding with two Life Science 

regions in Belgium, who was initiated via the network organization Invest in Skåne, dedicated to 

business promotion and which is owned by Region Skåne and the municipalities of Skåne192. Medicon 

Village has also initiated collaborating actions with public governments, starting from that of Wales193, 

with different activities including marketing and invitations to events, research collaborations, and help 

for companies to find partners or get established in each region. 

However, one of the maxims in the RIS perspective is that geographical proximity plays a role in 

establishing networks within the organizations in the cluster, and I will give below a few examples that 

these actually happen.  

This is the case of, for example, Neurovive and A1M Pharma, who initiated a research collaboration in 

2014 within the area of mitochondrial medicine, whose discoveries will be jointly owned by both194. 

Similarly, the collaboration between Avena Partners and TYTO CISolutions was possible by the 

celebration of a diagnostics symposium at Medicon Village, from which various actors sat together, 

realized they had overlapping products, and founded the company Bulb Intelligence195. Another example 

of the role of proximity and networks within the cluster is the collaboration between Read Glead 

Discovery and SARomics Biostructures, which announced in 2012 an alliance for drug discovery196. 
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Likewise, other cases of collaboration encompass the later acquisition of one company by the other, as 

in the case of Pepticon being absorbed by Red Glead Discovery197.  

Whether due to the extreme specialization of the cluster pointed out by Moodysson et al.198, that forces 

it to seek collaboration among the few potential partners available worldwide, or due to the mistrust 

that collaboration between companies that a priori could compete with each other, or the difficulties in 

fruitful networks between the Danish and the Swedish side of Medicon Valley due to their differences in 

institutional set-up and industrial structures199, or a bit of all of the above; the truth is that the words by 

Eriksson et al.200, stating that the collaborations show to be stronger elsewhere in Sweden or the UK 

firms, seem to be very accurate. 

Thus, it is possible to find many more examples of networks between organizations from Medicon Valley 

and from outside the cluster. For example, Alligator Bioscience announced in 2015 a collaboration 

agreement with Janssen Biotech, Inc. (Janssen), one of the Janssen Pharmaceutical Companies of 

Johnson & Johnson201. Likewise, Camurus has also recently signed agreements with the Japanese 

Solasia202 and with the US company Braeburn Pharmaceuticals203. Other companies signing agreements 

in 2014 are SARomics Biostructures with the Swiss inSili.com204, NeuroVive with US OnCore 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
http://www.mediconvillage.se/en/news/2012/10/saromics-biostructures-and-red-glead-discovery-enter-lead-
discovery-collaboration-field 
197 Red Glead Discovery köper Pepticon [Kemivärlden Biotech, 2014] 
http://www.kemivarldenbiotech.se/nyheter/red-glead-discovery-koper-pepticon/ 
198 Two Sides of the Same Coin? Local and Global Knowledge Flows in Medicon Valley [Jerker Moodysson, Lars 
Coenen, Bjørn Asheim; 2008] 
199 Nodes, networks and proximities: on the knowledge dynamics of the Medicon Valley biotech cluster [Lars 
Coenen , Jerker Moodysson and Bjørn T. Asheim; 2007] 
200 Regional Innovation Policy in Transition. Reflections on the Change process in the Skåne region [Arne Eriksson 
(ed.), Marjolein Caniëls, Phil Cooke, Elvira Uyarra, Markku Sotarauta and Johan Wallin; 2010] 
http://www.vinnova.se/upload/EPiStorePDF/vr-10-17.pdf 
201 Alligator Bioscience Announces Collaboration with Johnson & Johnson Innovation for the CD40 Agonistic 
Immuno-Oncology Antibody ADC-1013 [Medicon Village; 2015] 
http://www.mediconvillage.se/en/news/2015/08/alligator-bioscience-announces-collaboration-johnson-johnson-
innovation-cd40-agonistic 
202 Solasia acquires exclusive license and distribution rights from Camurus in Japan and China [Invest in Skåne; 
2015] 
http://www.investinskane.com/news/solasia-acquires-exclusive-license-and-distribution-rights-camurus-japan-
and-china 
203 Camurus and Braeburn sign license agreement [Invest in Skåne; 2014] 
http://www.investinskane.com/news/camurus-and-braeburn-sign-license-agreement 
204 SARomics Biostructures and inSili.com enter discovery alliance [Invest in Skåne; 2014] 
http://www.investinskane.com/news/saromics-biostructures-and-insilicom-enter-discovery-alliance 
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Biopharma205, Respiratorius with Indian Cadila Pharmaceuticals206. And in 2013, Exini with Fujifilm RI 

Pharma207, Probi with the Australian Health World208 and BioInvent with the German multinational 

Bayer209. 

Networks with the knowledge generation and diffusion subsystem  

The idea of an RIS where public organizations also create and foster networks is also present in Skåne. In 

this regard, Region Skåne owns the company ClinTrials Skåne, set up in 2010 as the “spider in the 

healthcare network”210, i.e. a central coordinator which helps the companies in the cluster to access to 

clinic, critical research data in the healthcare system. A similar initiative is the discussion group formed 

in 2015 by Lund University, Region Skåne’s county council, and Medicon Village (i.e. academia-

government-business) on accessibility and transparency of biobank samples and patient registers211.  

Region Skåne is also very active in promoting networks with other institutions such as a partner 

agreement with the Chinese city of Tianjin concerning collaboration life sciences between universities, 

hospitals and companies212 and other organizations via its marketing organization Business Region 

Skåne. 

Lund University is also present in various initiatives to strengthen its networks with the firms in the 

Cluster. In this regard, besides being a founder member of the Medicon Valley Alliance, it is also present 

in Medicon Village in the form of a Cancer research infrastructure where researchers from the Faculties 

of Medicine and Engineering can work together. The idea is to increase the opportunities for new 

                                                           
205 NeuroVive signs USD 150 m agreement with OnCore Biopharma [Invest in Skåne; 2014] 
http://www.investinskane.com/news/neurovive-signs-usd-150-m-agreement-oncore-biopharma 
206 Cadila Pharmaceuticals signs agreement with Respiratorius [Invest in Skåne; 2014] 
http://www.investinskane.com/news/cadila-pharmaceuticals-signs-agreement-respiratorius 
207 EXINI signs new agreement with FUJIFILM RI Pharma [Invest in Skåne, 2013] 
http://www.investinskane.com/news/exini-signs-new-agreement-fujifilm-ri-pharma 
208 Probi to launch gut health product in Morocco with Botanic Pharma [Invest in Skåne; 2013] 
http://www.investinskane.com/news/probi-extends-collaboration-health-world-australia-launch-probi-defendumr 
209 BioInvent and Bayer extend collaboration for the discovery and development of therapeutic antibodies [Invest in 
Skåne; 2013] 
http://www.investinskane.com/news/bioinvent-and-bayer-extend-collaboration-discovery-and-development-
therapeutic-antibodies 
210 http://www.investinskane.com/clintrials-skane-strongly-responding-life-sciences-testing-challenges 
211 Upcoming triple helix framework for biobanking and patient registers [Medicon Village; 2015] 
http://www.mediconvillage.se/en/news/2015/08/upcoming-triple-helix-framework-biobanking-and-patient-
registers 
212 Region Skåne signs a partner agreement with the metropolitan region of Tianjin, China [Invest in Skåne; 2015] 
http://www.investinskane.com/news/region-skane-signs-partner-agreement-metropolitan-region-tianjin-china 
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collaborations and spontaneous meetings between researchers and between researchers and other 

actors present in Medicon Village213. 

The entrepreneurial university referred to in the chapter devoted to RIS also takes shape in Lund 

University via diverse business initiatives. In this regard, Lund University is part of the holding venture 

capital company Lund University BioScience, which invests in XImmune, Cantargia and Follicum214. 

Similarly Lund University also has in its portfolio various other companies, such as AcouSort, a spin-off 

from the University, via Lund University AB, or via the investment holding Lund University Innovation 

System AB, whose portfolio includes companies such as A1M Pharma, SenzaGen, Thylabisco, BioActive 

Polymers, SARomics Biostructures or SpeximO215, many of them located in Medicon Village within the 

so-called Lund Life Science Incubator (LSI)216, an initiative located in Medicon Valley which is financed by, 

among others, VINNOVA, Tillväxtverket and Region Skåne. The fact that many of these companies are 

spin-offs from university seems therefore to favor the networks between both blocks of the Regional 

Innovation System. 

The importance of networks for the stability of the Regional Innovation System 

The disruption that supposed to the cluster the closing down in 2010 of the operations of the biggest 

pharmaceutical company at that time, Astra Zeneca, provides a very good example on the stability 

nature that the RIS perspective pursues. While Astra Zeneca decided to relocate its activities in Skåne to 

its facilities in Västra-Götaland, in what it has been described as a shock for the region [OECD], the RIS-

machine took action and started, even before the company moved out, a plan to transform the 

infrastructure left by Astra Zeneca into a new research park. Although an action of that size cannot 

immediately revert the negative trend left by the closing down, it depicts an ideal response to a market 

disruption in the Regional Innovation Systems perspective, which tries to minimize the effects on the 

stability of the system. In this regard, the body emanated from International Innovation Strategy for 

Skåne, the Skåne Research and Innovation Council (FIRS) assigned Allan Larsson (Chairman of the Board 

at Lund University) the development of a plan for the infrastructure left from Astra Zeneca, setting up 

the creation of the referred above organization Medicon Village, an arena where researchers, 

innovators and businessmen can meet up. Mats Paulsson, cofounder of the construction company Peab, 

                                                           
213 Lund University cancer research at Medicon Village [Faculty of Medicine. Lund University; 2014] 
http://www.med.lu.se/english/research/research_centres_bmc_crc_hsc_and_medicon_village/medicon_village 
214 Lund University BioScience portfolio companies http://www.lubio.se/?page_id=19 
215 Lund University Innovation System – Portfolio http://innovation.lu.se/en/portfoljbolag#.VdmG0fRHlHc 
216 Lund Life Science Incubator– Companies http://www.lundlsi.se/companies/incubator-companies/ 
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was the patron of the idea by creating a foundation whose assignment was to work to enable Region 

Skåne and Lund University to establish Medicon Village and by making an initial donation of 100 million 

SEK to the initiative”217. 

And precisely the role of the Regional Innovation System in these types of shocks is to avoid at all costs a 

major impact on the stability system, providing the solutions for the external shock to be absorbed or 

assimilated as soon as possible. In this regard, the RIS might have some work to do in the upcoming 

dates precisely with Active Biotech which, after discouraging results on a new drug test, announced in 

June 2015 a reduction of the 84% of its staff218, releasing 47 of these highly skilled workers. 

  

                                                           
217 Mats Paulssons Foundation for research, innovation and societal development 
http://www.mediconvillage.se/en/about/mats-paulssons-foundation 
218 European biotechnology news  
http://www.european-biotechnology-news.com/news/news/2015-02/active-biotech-downsizing.html 
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2. Complex Systems of Innovation 

Skåne is a region where policy-makers ambition the idea of a “self-organizing, geographically-focused 

but open system”219. In this sense, this vision implies some kind of policy laissez faire to the actors 

involved in innovation in Skåne, and shows conscience on the existence of dynamics on innovation 

systems out of policy-making scope. However, as remarked by Eriksson et al., ”self-governance of that 

kind scarcely exists in markets” (ibid) as they rely on regulations and rules of the game “to function 

properly, if at all”. This is why that idea of laissez-faire clashes irremediably with the organizing nature 

of policy makers, which is highlighted by the Innovation Systems perspective.  

On the contrary, this empirical chapter intends to show the parallel dynamics on Innovation, by applying 

the Complex System of Innovation perspective in the area of Lund. The structure of the analysis on 

Complex Systems will follow the methodological proposal on systems’ analysis, i.e. its components, 

structure and environment. 

2.1   Components: The actors in the Complex System 

A tangle of local and regional actors comes into play when it comes to the Life Sciences Cluster in Lund. 

In this regard, the interconnections between various actors in the cluster can be distinguished, whose 

collaboration ultimately led to the emergence of various companies in the Life Sciences field.  

Among these actors, there are various cases that stand out due to their reputation as “serial 

entrepreneurs”. Deserving this qualifier are for example Christer Fåhraeus, founder of various Life 

Science companies (among others, Cellavision, EQL Pharma, FlatFrog, Respiratorius and Anoto Group),  

Olof Jarlman, founder of companies in the edge between IT and Health Care (Instant Advice, Jarlman 

Konsult, Glocal Health Informatics, Mobile Health Öresund…) and Rickard Öste, founder of Life Science 

applied to the agro-food industry companies (Agrovision, OATLY, Aventure, Lundagrion…), which are 

extreme cases of entrepreneurs. The three of them are closely associated to Lund Univeristy, where 

they started their studies. A major idea or discovery, automated microscope analysis in the case of 

Fåhraeus, and the properties of oats in the case of Öste, translated into the creation of the first of a 

series of companies. 

                                                           
219 Regional Innovation Policy in Transition. Reflections on the Change process in the Skåne region [Arne Eriksson 
(ed.), Marjolein Caniëls, Phil Cooke, Elvira Uyarra, Markku Sotarauta and Johan Wallin; 2010] 
http://www.vinnova.se/upload/EPiStorePDF/vr-10-17.pdf 
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Fåhraeus himself is an archetype of the individual within a Complex System; he founded his first 

company, Cellavision, when he was still being a researcher, and had to rely on the financial support of 

some business angels220. This is the subjacent idea in many of the successful cases in the Life Sciences 

cluster: a researcher or group of researchers with an innovation to develop look for funding in venture 

capital firms or via business angels, while at the same time rely on businessmen or economists to run 

their businesses. Some of these researchers, as Fåhraeus, drive the whole way from researcher to 

manager and from manager to business angel, experience that Fåhraeus resumes it in an interview in a 

very descriptive way: “my greatest experience when I left the research was that - wow - I employed four 

engineers who can do all that I had to do myself before"221. In the same interview, he acknowledges that 

the idea is the key: "You do not get involved [in the operational], you just need to donate the idea so we 

can handle the rest". Therefore, individuals with different background interrelate with each other 

following their own needs and interest, and forming communities of partnership. 

I will try below to give a few of illustrative examples on this web of interrelations among the actors in 

the Life Sciences cluster, which otherwise can be defined as Complex, and I would add, endless. For this 

purpose, I have mapped the relations among some of the founders, managers and employees of 

companies in the cluster, concretely among those companies in Lund.  

 I will start pulling the thread from Rickard Öste, whom I have referred above as one of the serial 

entrepreneurs. As I have mentioned, Rickard Öste is co-founder and ex-CEO of Lundagrion (1992), from 

which is also co-founder Kare Larsson, who at the same time co-founded Probi (1991), Camurus (1991) 

and BioActive Polymers in Lund (1999). In both Camurus and BioActive Polymers in Lund joined him 

Björn Lindman, while in Probi joined him Stig Bengmark. 

The CEO of BioActive Polymers is Fredrik Lindblad, which at the same time belonged as Board Member 

to Enzymatica (2007), whose co-founder, Ulf Blom, was a former employee of AstraZeneca and Novo 

Nordisk. Enzymatica’s other co-founder, Jörgen Rexö, complements Ulf Blom’s management profile, 

being an expert lawyer in corporate law and finance. Recently, another of the serial entrepreneurs I 

have referred, Olof Jarlman, has entered the company as a Board Member222. Still in Enzymatica, its 

                                                           
220 Mesta bolagsbyggaren om värsta misstagen [Veckans Affärer; 2014] 
http://www.va.se/nyheter/2014/04/05/mesta-bolagsbyggaren-om-varsta-misstagen/ 
221 Mesta bolagsbyggaren om värsta misstagen [Veckans Affärer; 2014] 
http://www.va.se/nyheter/2014/04/05/mesta-bolagsbyggaren-om-varsta-misstagen/ 
222 http://www.enzymatica.se/file/dokument/corp/pr-meddelande-angaende-forslag-infor-arsstamma-inkl-
forslagsstallarnas-fullstandiga-forslag.pdf 
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CEO, Fredrik Lindberg, is co-founder of Bone Support, while its CFO, Johan Wennerholm, belonged to 

Cellavision, the company founded by Fåhraeus. 

Of another company of Fåhraeus, Respiratorius, is co-founder Staffan Skogvall, who at the same time is 

the founder and CEO of PharmaLundensis (2006). Likewise, two employees of Fåhraeus’ FlatFrog, Hakan 

Bergstrom and Sara Agrup, are also the founders of Inspectra Analysis (teaming up with engineer Lars 

Jägare), while the former, Hakan Bergstrom, also joined Fåhraeus in Anoto Group. 

The ex-CEO of Anoto Group is Anders Norling, who is currently chairing the Board in the company 

LifeAssays, whose founder, Dario Kriz, is also founder of the European Institute of Science (EURIS AB), 

and the major stakeholder and CEO of BiotechI-gG. 

Another of the big names and serial entrepreneurs is Bo Håkansson, the man behind the purchase of 

Pharmacia’s research activities in Lund and the subsequent foundation of Active Biotech. Founder also 

of Halsa Medical (2007), he held the investment company Farstorp Invest, through which he was Hansa 

Medical largest shareholder until he deceased in 2014. He was also partner in ProstaLund and Genovis, 

and ex-president in Exini Diagnostics223. Actually, Exini Diagnostics was actually founded by Lund 

University professor Lars Edenbrandt, being a Board Member since its foundation Olof Jarlman. Two ex-

employees of Active Biotech until 2004, Björn Walse and Bo Svensson, are co-founders of SARomics 

Biostructures (2006). 

In Lund University Innovation System works as a senior advisor Christine Widstrand, founder of MIP 

Technologies (2000), who is also chairman of the Board of Directors of Speximo and board Member of 

Thylabisco and Preelumina Diagnostics, as companies included in the portfolio of LU Innovation System. 

The ex-Director of LU Innovation System, Tadeusz Wieloch, is co-founder of QuickCool (2003), along 

with, among others, Lennart Sjölund, CEO and founder of Jolife. 

Another company included in the portfolio of LU Innovation System is SenzaGen, co-founded by Carl 

Borrebaeck, co-founder in turn of BioInvent International, Alligator BioScience and Immunovia. The 

current CEO of SenzaGen, Anki Malmborg, is also partner of Avena Partners, and also belonged to 

XImmune, Cantargia, Lund University BioScience and Alligator BioScience. Karin Bryder, from Avena 

Partners, also worked for Alligator Bioscience, Pronoxis and Pharmacia.  

                                                           
223 https://www.aktietorget.se/pressdocs/Prostalund/Memorandum.pdf 
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2.2   Environment: A changing environment for the adaptive actors  

The web of relations woven by the actors is essentially unlimited, but I will stop here in order to give a 

sneak-peek to the adaptive nature of these actors. I have already discussed in the theoretical chapter on 

Complex Systems that external changes or pressures affecting the system are the driving factor giving 

birth to emerging solutions. In this regard, one of the changes was the creation of the Öresund region in 

the mid 1990’s and the opening of the Öresund bridge as a tangible reality in 2000, which signified the 

connection among a greater pool of actors, and in consequence a greater variety of perspectives (a 

priori maximized by their belonging to two different countries224).  

In the Life Sciences cluster in Lund, the changes and pressures on the system arise mainly from the 

different crises affecting the companies in the cluster, especially the larger companies such as the 

mentioned cases of Pharmacia and Astra Zeneca, as they are the ones which can provoke bigger 

disruptions. In the 1990’s, the crisis of Pharmacia left quite a number of its workers unemployed, which 

was the driving factor for some new firms from ex-Pharmacia staff to appear, such as Active Biotech. In 

this case, a study by VINNOVA225 found that, departing from the 7000 employees that the company had 

in 1995, in the period 1997-2006, the companies born from the staff previously belonging to Pharmacia 

jointly increased the number of employees by approximately 640 employees, a 9,5% increase.  

After these crises occur, a constellation of highly skilled employees not only become available for other 

companies in the cluster, but also they can activate their entrepreneurial desires and end up with the 

creation of new companies which ultimately will reinforce the cluster and perhaps will lift it to a higher 

position than the one it was before the crisis. This is the component of unpredictability that Complex 

Systems exhibit, and that makes so difficult to establish a plan of development for policy making. 

Similar situation occurred with the close down in 2011 of the Astra Zeneca infrastructure in Lund, which 

supposed a serious threat for the whole system. The announcement in 2010 and subsequent closure226 

was regarded as an opportunity by many of the company’s former employees, whose constant need of 

adaptation encouraged the emergence of a wide number of companies founded by them. Among these, 

                                                           
224 Actually, there are sources stating that a “blocking element in trading with Denmark was their way of doing 
business”. Regionalisation of Globalised Innovation. Locations for advanced industrial development and disparities 
in participation. [Ulrich Hilpert (ed.); 2003; citing Heglund and Rosenlund; 1996] 
225 National and regional cluster profiles: Companies in biotechnology, pharmaceuticals and medical technology in 
Sweden [Tage Dolk, Addendi AB and Anna Sandström; VINNOVA; 2007] 
http://www.vinnova.se/upload/EPiStorePDF/va-07-16.pdf 
226 Astra Zeneca to slash 900 jobs in Lund [The Local; 2010] http://www.thelocal.se/20100302/25308 
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Adroit Science (2011), founded by ex-Astra Zeneca scientists Hans Gredeby, Lars-Erik Briggner and 

Thomas Larsson; Emmace Consulting (2012), founded by Mårten Svensson; Nordic Biocube (2011), 

cofounded by Gun Persson and Helene Sonesson (both ex-Astra Zeneca until that year, and the latter 

also ex-Gambro); Truly Transnational (2011), founded by Charlott Brunmark and Karin von Wachenfeldt 

both M.Sc. and Ph.D. by Lund University with one year difference between them in both cases, and with 

the same professional career in Pharmacia, Active Biotech and Astra Zeneca, being the latter also board 

member at Medicon Valley Inhalation Consortium (MVIC); or Red Glead Discovery (2011), founded by 

Johan Evenäs and Martina Kvist Reimer, company that as I have previously mentioned absorbed 

Pepticon (2011), founded by Karolina Lawitz, that also worked for Astra Zeneca until that year.  

Nonetheless, it would be foolhardy to assert that all the mentioned companies are direct result of the 

closure of Astra Zeneca, precisely due to the dynamism that the actors within the Complex System 

display, since they could already have had the idea in their minds of creating their start-ups even before 

the announcement of the closure. However, the number of companies created in 2010 and 2011 by 

former workers of Astra Zeneca strongly suggests a relation between the two facts. 

2.3   Structure: Communities 

 As I have tried to show above, many of the actors cited are surrounded by their own personal networks 

and bring to or jointly form various companies. This is part of the self-awareness or shared 

understanding between the actors that Mariussen227 specified, which self-organize and coordinate in 

order to achieve joint goals. The surrounding framework, or central coordination agency, referred to in 

the theoretical chapter in the case of the Life Sciences Cluster is Medicon Valley. Thus, it is possible to 

think that the cluster is composed of to a higher or lesser degree open communities of individuals, who 

know each other either via previous business or academic relations. 

The business relationships are represented by the dynamism of the relational structures between 

actors. The entrepreneurs are rarely individuals, but groups of collective actors normally from different 

backgrounds and, in this regard, innovation is understood differently by the researcher, the investor, or 

the manager due to the different role they play on it either in its creation, implementation or diffusion. 

                                                           
227 Self-Organizing Systems of Social and Business Innovation in the periphery [Åge Mariussen; Nordland Research 
Institute; 2014]  http://www.nordlandsforskning.no/getfile.php/Dokumenter/Rapporter/2014/Rapport_8_14.pdf 
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The academic relationships are reflection of the importance of Lund University in the System. The 

university is not conceived as that “entrepreneurial university” described in the RIS perspective, but as 

an arena where the individuals meet and relate. The close-tights between Lund University, especially the 

Faculties of Engineering and Medicine, and many of these individuals are unquestionable. Most of them 

have a long history in the university whether as students, PhD. Students, professors, associate 

professors, researchers, or managers of any of the university’s businesses. 

I will give some examples from the same set of actors I have mentioned above on their relation with 

Lund University. Olof Jarlman is doctorate since 1991, and Rickard Öste was a researcher during the 

1973 – 1986 and got his PhD in 1984. He is now assistant professor.  

Fredrik Lindblad obtained his bachelor degree in 1995 and for his MSc in Mechanical Engineering (1988 

– 1992). Ulf Blom studied at the Lund School of Economics and Management between 1988 – 1991, 

while Jörgen Rexö was a student in the period 1975 – 1981. Fredrik Lindberg worked in Lund University 

Hospital (1995-1998), and Johan Wennerholm holds a degree in Business Administration (1994 – 1997). 

Christer Fåhraeus is PhD in Lund University (1989-1994) and Hakan Bergstrom belonged to the Faculty of 

Engineering between 1980 and 1991. Bo Håkansson obtained a M.B.A. degree from Lund University, a 

Master's Degree in Economics, and an Honorary Doctor of Medicine at the Faculty of Medicine at Lund 

University (2005), Dario Kriz is Ph.D. in Biochemistry (1988 – 1995), and Lars Edenbrandt is a university 

professor.  

The two founders of Truly Transnational have also connections with Lund University. Charlott Brunmark 

is Ph.D. in Biochemistry and immunology (1989 – 1994) and M.Sc. in Biology (1985 – 1989) for Lund 

University) and Karin von Wachenfeldt is M Sc. in Biology, Biochemistry and Biotechnology (1984 – 

1988) and Ph. D., in Immunotechnology (1988 – 1993). 

All the founders of SARomics Biostructures have also relations with Lund University. Björn Walse is 

Ph.D., Physical Chemistry (1991 – 1997), Bo Svensson Ph.D. in Chemical Engineering (1976 – 1983), 

Salam Al-Karadaghi is currently professor at the university, Mikael Akke is Ph.D. in Physical chemistry 

(1987 – 1993) and M.Sc. in Chemical engineering and Biochemistry (1982 – 1987), and Derek Logan is 

associate professor, and holds a Ph.D. in Physical Chemistry (1991 – 1997). 

The founders of RedGlead Discovery, Johan Evenäs and Martina Kvist Reimer, also hold a Ph.D. in Lund 

University, respectively in Biophysical Chemistry (1993 – 1998), and Neurobiology (1994 – 2000). 
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With the latter examples I have tried to show that the facilities of the university are the hub of the 

relations among the majority of the actors, becoming an arena for the different communities meeting 

and interacting in it. In this it also plays a role the fact that, in Sweden, the ownership of research results 

is allocated to the individual, as well as employed, researcher. There are exceptions to this rule, but 

grosso modo this is the basic principle228. In the case of the Life Sciences cluster in Lund, that has meant 

that researchers and other workers in the field share the authorship of an invention and therefore are 

able to gather and found their own companies along with other members of the Community.  

Thus, it is capital to emphasize the importance of Lund University fostering these complex interrelations 

within the Life Sciences cluster. As Nilsson points out, “universities are not traditional organisations. 

Instead they can be regarded as communities with their own ideals and norms governed by a political 

leadership”229.  

Actually, the whole Life Sciences cluster in Lund can also be considered as a Community in itself, which is 

in turn composed of smaller communities whose shared understanding imply a “specific language, 

habits, norms, etc”230. The result of the interactions within (and between) these Communities is a 

collective movement of actors who, albeit unknowingly, paddle in the same direction, and drive the 

dynamics in the core of the Complex System, Lund and by extension spreading to the periphery.  

                                                           
228 http://www.codex.vr.se/en/agande1.shtml 
229 The Role of Universities in Regional Innovation Systems - A Nordic Perspective [Jan-Evert Nilsson (ed.); 2006] 
http://www.bth.se/tks/ctup.nsf/%28WebFiles%29/3EDA909A7F1CCDAAC1256F4A005CD026/$FILE/RegionalInnoS
yst.pdf 
230 Nodes, networks and proximities: on the knowledge dynamics of the Medicon Valley biotech cluster [Lars 
Coenen, Jerker Moodysson and Bjørn T. Asheim; 2007] 
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IV. Conclusions 
 
This thesis aims to understand the development of Lund with respect to the Life Sciences cluster by 

applying two different perspectives on Innovation.  

The differences between the two perspectives applied are rooted in the fact that they both highlight 

different patterns of a single reality. While the Innovation Systems perspective implies an organized 

vision of the Innovation processes, the Complex Systems of Innovation perspective shows an ecosystem 

of actors and their surroundings.  

It can be pointed out that the two perspectives focus on different parallel processes within the same 

area, an induced or organized networking within organizations in the Innovation System and the 

interrelations and interactions among actors or communities of actors in the Complex System of 

Innovation. 

The development of the Life Sciences Cluster in Lund 

Despite their different focus, both of the perspectives have been of importance for the development of 

the Life Sciences Cluster in Lund; whether the networks under the umbrella or guidance of public 

institutions or the formation of Communities of actors driven by self-interest have led to the creation of 

different organizations within the Cluster.  

Similarly, the perspectives can lead to comparable outcomes in the case of a distortion in the Cluster, 

although their way to address that distortion is very different. As I have shown in the analysis, the 

efforts of stability in the RIS and the creativity exhibited within a threshold of instability in the Complex 

System can lead to the creation of new organizations –Medicon Village, new firms in the field of Life 

Sciences– which ultimately help to the development of the whole Cluster, regaining or even topping the 

previous statu-quo.  

The use of the verb “can” in the previous paragraph is not accidental. The factor of unpredictability 

when these distortions appear is very high. There is no magic formula ensuring that the efforts of 

stability in the case of the RIS guarantee such stability (for example, for the RIS the stability in the Life 

Sciences cluster would have meant the permanence of AstraZeneca within the Cluster), and much less in 

the case of the Complex System, where unpredictability is an essential part of the rules of the game. 
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Thus, since both perspectives can lead to a similar outcome, it can be concluded that none of them 

stands out over the other in the sense that it is not possible to determine which is most appropriate, or 

has been the main driving force, for the current development of the Life Sciences cluster in Lund.  

The perspectives also overlap in determined situations. It is very difficult to distinguish, for example, 

when an actor or community of actors becomes institutionalized. The self-interest of the actors in the 

Complex System might lead them to make use of the resources that the RIS puts at their disposal (for 

instance, entrepreneurial funds, networking activities, conferences, and a lot more).  

Similarly, when an actor or community of actors succeed and become visible for the RIS, the latter tends 

to absorb or integrate them into the institutionalized/organized part. The moment when this occurs is 

also blurry, and it alienates to some extent the perception of the actor or the Community as a self-

organized structure. However, these processes, which Kay refers to occur via “environmental selection 

pressures” 231, are an inherent feature of the evolutionary aspect of Complex Systems, and they do not 

necessarily have to bring a negative impact over development. 

The analysis also shows that Lund University has been crucial for the current development of the Life 

Sciences cluster in Lund, regardless of which perspective is applied. Lund University fulfills several key 

roles. On the one hand, it is part of the knowledge generation and diffusion subsystem via the teaching 

and researching activities performed at the university, while it also fosters the application and 

exploitation of that knowledge through its entrepreneurial and networking activities. On the other hand, 

Lund University can also be conceived as an arena where actors meet and interact.  In this regard, staff 

and students at the University and University Hospital account a total of 7,680 and 42,000 people 

respectively232 which, especially in a city which barely exceeds 100,000 inhabitants, are a large source of 

potential entrepreneurs. 

The role of policy making  
 
Under the assumption that policy view is a simplified conception of the reality, one can cast a doubt 

whether policy making approach on innovation meets the real world. The interplay between the shared 

vision in the Regional Innovation System and the self-interest of actors in the Complex System of 

Innovation might encompass a conflict or difference of interests. This is why policy should account the 

                                                           
231 The Dynamics of Public Policy: Theory and Evidence [Adrian Kay; 2006] 
http://www.ipaa.ir/files/site1/pages/the_dynamics_of_public_policy_theory_and_evidence.pdf 
232 Lund University http://www.lunduniversity.lu.se/about/about-lund-university 
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importance in a globalized economy of these complex local processes out of its direct scope, which can 

lead to similar outcomes than what policy pursues, i.e. the development of the Cluster. In the best case 

scenario, due to the unpredictability and ungovernability of complex processes, policy makers can only 

try to provide the framework for the actors in the Complex System to develop.  

The development of other clusters in Lund 

While this Thesis focuses on the Life Sciences cluster, the presence of other Clusters in the area could 

also present the same patterns. As I have argued, within the Life Sciences Cluster various parallel 

processes occur, pattern which might also be likely to happen in other Clusters such as the ICT or the 

Agro-food. However, since it is not the scope of this Thesis to analyze these, the extrapolation of the 

conclusions for the Life Sciences cluster cannot be taken for granted without further studies on the 

other Clusters.   
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V. Limitations of the study and suggestions for further research 

I have mentioned in the Methodology chapter that the conclusions reached on the development of 

Medicon Valley are valid “now” and “here”, and its results cannot provide everlasting truths or general 

knowledge that is undoubtfully relevant to other areas out of the scope of this Thesis.  

In this regard, the networks studied within the RIS perspective do not provide an actual measure of the 

performance of the whole Regional Innovation System, as they do not evaluate the quality or the 

quantity of these networks within organizations in the Cluster. However, regarding the latter, insights 

have been provided pointing in the direction that collaboration between the organizations, especially 

between firms, is scarce233. A research topic could therefore be related to the study of the quality and 

quantity of these networks in the Cluster.  

Likewise, the conclusions derived from the application of the Complex Systems perspective are limited 

by the absence of previous studies on the actors and on the tightness of the relations among them and 

among the Communities. Whilst my first idea was to study these personal relations among the key 

actors, I had to discard it due to data gathering reasons. Thus, one of the possible follow-ups to this 

Thesis is a close study of these relations in order to add further understanding to the Complex System of 

Innovation in the Cluster. For this purpose, I would suggest a method consisting on conducting 

interviews with key actors of the Medicon Valley. The methodological challenge for the researcher in 

order to perform such analysis would first be to create the appropriate climate in order to be perceived 

as, if not a Member of the Community, a trusted external observer. This has much to do with the sense 

of belonging or shared understanding among the members of the Community that I have referred in this 

Thesis study. A way to do this might be through the technique of “Snowball sampling”, which is defined 

by the “gathering research subjects through the identification of an initial subject who is used to provide 

the names of other actors” 234; therefore being this initial subject the one introducing the researcher to 

the rest or a part of the Community. Likewise, a related topic to develop could also focus on the barriers 

                                                           
233 For more information, see: Innovationsgalaxen har fler svarta hål än stjärnor [Thomas Frostberg, Sydsvenskan; 
2013] 
http://www.sydsvenskan.se/ekonomi/thomas-frostberg/innovationsgalaxen-har-fler-svarta-hal-an-stjarnor/ and 
Rörigt system möter skånska innovatörer [Kajsa-Stina Kalin, Sydsvenskan; 2013] 
http://www.sydsvenskan.se/ekonomi/rorigt-system-moter-skanska-innovatorer/ 
234 Encyclopedia of Social Science Research Methods [Rowland Atkinson and John Flint; SAGE Publications, Inc.; 
2004] http://srmo.sagepub.com/view/the-sage-encyclopedia-of-social-science-research-methods/n931.xml 
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of entry to the Community, concretely on how newcomers to the Cluster establish and develop relations 

with other actors.  

This thesis could also serve as a standpoint for an in-depth study on the interconnections and overlaps 

between the RIS and the Complex System. For example, by focusing on the thin line existing or the 

blurry moment between the consideration of an individual actor or community as a part of the RIS and 

of the Complex System. Nevertheless, this study would have the added difficulty that this consideration 

is in many occasions just a matter of applying one perspective or the other over the actor or community.  

Likewise, a follow-up to this study could apply both perspectives over other clusters in the Lund area, 

such as the ICT or the agro-food, in order to explore if they are driven by the same pattern as the Life 

Sciences cluster presented in this Thesis. 
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Christer Fåhraeus http://www.bloomberg.com/profiles/people/3414272-christer-faehraeus 

Christine Widstrand https://www.linkedin.com/pub/christine-widstrand/11/927/16b 

Dario Kriz https://www.linkedin.com/pub/dario-kriz/4/604/522 

Derek Logan https://www.linkedin.com/in/dereklogan 

Fredrik Lindblad https://www.linkedin.com/in/lindbladfredrik 
Hakan Bergstrom https://www.linkedin.com/pub/hakan-bergstrom/4/707/52a 
Johan Evenäs https://www.linkedin.com/pub/johan-even%C3%A4s/7/513/407 

Johan Wennerholm https://www.linkedin.com/pub/johan-wennerholm/4/453/594 

Jonas Tilly https://www.linkedin.com/pub/jonas-tilly/9/4b/958 

Jörgen Rexö https://se.linkedin.com/in/jorgenrexo 

Karin Bryder https://www.linkedin.com/pub/karin-bryder/b/ab5/587 

Karin Von Wachenfeldt https://www.linkedin.com/pub/karin-von-wachenfeldt/19/4ab/962 

Karolina Lawitz https://www.linkedin.com/pub/karolina-law%C3%ADtz/1b/345/819 

Martina Kvist Reimer https://www.linkedin.com/pub/martina-kvist-reimer/21/b39/733 

Mikael Akke https://www.linkedin.com/pub/mikael-akke/6/3a4/3b7 

Olof Jarlman 

http://www.bloomberg.com/research/stocks/people/person.asp?personId=2
5666141&ticker=EXINA:SS&previousCapId=12485604&previousTitle=HANSA%
20MEDICAL%20RESEARCH%20AB 
https://www.linkedin.com/pub/olof-jarlman/0/312/b10 

Rickard Öste 
http://www.lth.se/fileadmin/nutrition/CV/Rickard_Oste.pdf 
http://www.lu.se/lucat/user/inl-ros 

Salam Al-Karadaghi https://www.linkedin.com/in/alkaradaghi 

Sara Agrup https://www.linkedin.com/pub/sara-agrup/45/40/a25/tr 

Sarah Fredriksson  https://www.linkedin.com/in/sarahfredriksson 

Staffan Skogvall 
http://www.bloomberg.com/research/stocks/people/person.asp?personId=1
06670508&ticker=PHAL:SS 

Tadeusz Wieloch https://www.linkedin.com/pub/tadeusz-wieloch/9/471/a39 

Thomas Laurell 

http://www.bloomberg.com/research/stocks/private/person.asp?personId=4
2891217&privcapId=206948856&previousCapId=206948856&previousTitle=A
couSort%20AB 
http://www.lu.se/lucat/user/elma-tla 

Ulf Blom https://se.linkedin.com/in/ulfblom 

*Please note that the previous list is not designed to be a Comprehensive list of the set of individual 

actors mentioned in this Master Thesis. This is due to the fact that many of the profiles from the 

actors mentioned are also available in the websites of the organizations they belong, which can be 

found above.  

 


